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Overall Summary: Recommendations.

1. Quality
o Poor sensory characteristics of melons (i.e. Appearance, Taste, Smell) lead to perceptions of decreased quality and 

lower satisfaction.
o Consistent quality is key to grow demand, through increased customer satisfaction. Take measures to ensure 

appropriate state of ripeness & visual appeal of melons in store.

2. Seasonality & Price
o Perceived seasonality is a key barrier to continued purchase & consumption throughout the year, with flow on effects 

to perceptions of increased price at certain points of the year.
o Educate consumers on year round availability of melons, grown in Australia, emphasising ‘Always Fresh’.

3. Varieties
o Interest in the melon category can be sparked through the availability of new varieties in store.
o Raise awareness of current & new varietals, communicating sensory features and potential uses to encourage further 

trial.

Consistent & Key insights across all stages of research outlined above.
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Executive 
Summary



Consumers are satisfied with melons but can be uninspired, 
ill-informed and underwhelmed as to their value.

1. Being inspired
o Inspiration can be created via tempting descriptions of the sensorial qualities and ideas for more ways of consuming 

and preparation (particularly in the cooler months). Inspiration will cut through and raise awareness.
o Melon buyers tend to over-index on “routine” shopping. If creating awareness and inspiration is “Above The Line” then 

these planned purchases should increase.  In-store activation will maximise spontaneous purchases and likely attract 
a new source of volume.

2. Being informed
o Only 3% of Australian consumers are concerned about the safety of Rockmelons whereas 20% recall a negative 

experience with the taste or freshness of a melon. There are opportunities around communicating Australian Grown 
and provenance-based story telling, year round seasonality and educating on specific health/nutritional benefits.

3. Being valued
o Only 20% of consumers predict they will increase consumption of melons in the future and a price increase would 

temporarily halt purchases. Value has some way to increase, which beyond inspiration and education, can be 
encouraged by a more consistent quality product being in stock. 



Are satisfied with the current range of melons…

Importance

7.4
(7.2)

Interest in New

6.5
(6.7)

6.4
(7.8)

Satisfaction

Routine Shopper
General Shopper; 19%
Melon Shopper; 35% (+16%)

Impulse Shopper
General Shopper; 7%

Melon Shopper; 19% (+12%)

Promotional Shopper
General Shopper; 65%
Melon Shopper; 36% (-29%)

…but aren’t necessarily interested in new 
varieties.

Melon 
shoppers 
tend to be 
more routine 
in their 
melon 
purchases…

They typically purchase and consume 
melons because they consider them to 

be…

Common Triggers Common Barriers*

Healthy/ Good for them Not in season

The taste/ flavour Generally expensive/ too costly

Refreshing/ hydrating Not readily available 

32%

32%

38%

46%

64%

74%

Aids digestion

Healthy skin, hair and/or
nails

Electrolyte
replacement/maintenance

General immunity

Contains specific vitamins
and minerals

Hydration

Specific vitamins & minerals & Digestion are 
important future trends, melon benefits 
around this should be highlighted…

Hydration is the key health 
reason for consumption.

26% have had a 
bad experience 
when consuming a 
melon…

Due to issues with the taste 
(off/rotten/ watery/ bad) 
or texture (soft/soggy).

& limited more 
serious negative 

experiences, with no 
listeria mentions. 

Australian Melon consumers… 

Easy to eat For lesser known melon types 
(Winter/ Hairy/ Indian Bitter/ Piel De 
Sapo & Orange Candy), uncertainty 

of taste is also a factor.

More commonly known sweet 
melons were also seen as 

unsuitable for cooler months

*Common barriers when melon type 
isn’t being purchased all year round

But perceptions of their availability and cost 
throughout the year limit purchase & 

consumption…
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Background & 
Methodology
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The Australian Melon industry consists of approximately 
250 growers who produce approximately 217,000 tonnes 
of Melons annually, with watermelon, rockmelon and 
honeydew melons being the nation’s most popular 
exports. 

From 2010 to 2015, Australian Melon exports increased 
by 60% with almost half of Australian households 
purchasing the fruit in 2014/15. 

In early 2018, a rockmelon listeria outbreak resulted in 
four deaths and 17 confirmed cases of listeriosis 
nationally. Consequentially, sales in the Australian Melon 
industry reduced by more than 90%.

Through Colmar Brunton’s bespoke research approach; 
Hort Innovation, Melon levy payers and all other relevant 
stakeholders will be provided with the crucial data and 
timely insights that will future-proof the success of 
Australian Melon sales now and into the future. 

Background.
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This study aimed to 
address Melons SIP 

Outcome 1.1 to 
conduct regular 

consumer research to 
gather insights on 

changing perceptions 
and expectations of 

fresh Australian 
melons

More specifically:

1. To increase knowledge of melon 
category consumer behaviour 

2. To better understand the drivers and 
barriers for consumption of melons, by 
increasing knowledge of consumer 
attitudes 

3. To provide Melon insights to industry as 
a foundational input for future R&D and 
monitoring and evaluation.

Melon Consumer Insights Objectives. 
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Multi-stage Research Design.

Project Scoping 

Objective: To confirm the 
methodology, approach, 
timings, critical milestones and 
contract.

o In this session we created a 
shared vision for the research 
and engaged all relevant 
decision-makers in the 
process.

Objective: To engage relevant 
stakeholders to ensure 
alignment of research 
objectives and outcomes. To 
uncover how insights can best 
meet stakeholder needs. 

We conducted 6 individual depth 
interviews:

o Telephone interviews

o 30 – 90 minutes

o Semi structured format

o A spread of melon growers 
across Australia.

Objective: To report 
comprehensively and draw out 
clear insights and 
recommendations to underpin a 
Melon R&D strategy. 

o To actively assist in the 
dissemination of results and 
assist in facilitating industry 
adoption of the research 
outcomes.

Analysis, Reporting and 
Presentations

Stakeholder 
Engagement

Objective: To explore customer 
needs, wants and expectations, 
and develop the ‘ideal’ Melon 
market offering with Australian 
consumers.

We conducted 4 x 3 hour  “shopper 
safari” focus groups:
o Consumers with different levels 

of purchase behavior/frequency 
of melons

o 8 x consumers per focus group 
– 4 per safari.

Qualitative Investigation:
Shopping Safaris

Objective: To determine 
differences in consumers 
attitudes towards, and 
engagement with the Australian 
Melon market, and quantify the 
size of these opportunity areas. 

We conducted 1000 x 15 minute 
online surveys with a nationally 
representative sample of melon 
purchasers (last 3 months).

Quantitative 
Measurement: Survey
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o Interviews were conducted over the phone
 Duration ranged from 25 minutes to 60+ minutes

o Smaller scale, independent growers vs. larger scale, multi-site, more 
corporate growers
 Supplying range of retailers (small independents vs. Coles/WW), wholesalers 

and even farmers markets

o Located in NSW, QLD and NT (summer and winter growing seasons)

o Most were long term, experienced farmers (ranging from 9 – 35 years 
farming, with some multigenerational farming experience)

o Focus on single crop (rock or watermelon) vs. multiple melons vs. 
varied crops (e.g. watermelons and pumpkins)
 Some experimentation (past or present) with specialty melons e.g. Piel de 

Sapo, Mini, Chinese Honey, Yellow, Sweetasaurus (speckled)

o Members of range of associations
 E.g. Australian Watermelon Association, FMA, HIA 

Who did we speak to?

Six Melon Growers were interviewed…

Stakeholder Engagement
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Qualitative Shopping Safaris; Methodology.

Objective: To understand consumer behaviour and current attitudes 
towards melons, and develop the ‘ideal’ melon market offering.

4 x 3 hour  “shopper safari” focus groups were conducted in Melbourne:

 Each focus groups consisted of 7-8 consumers.

 A range of consumers were represented in terms of purchase frequency and 
variety.  

 The groups began with an exploration of opinions, attitudes & consumption 
behaviour for melons in general and then by variety. 

 The group was then divided into two for the “shopper safari” component with 3-4 
consumers per mini-group.

 The shopper safari involved an accompanied shop to major retailers (Coles, 
Woolworths & Aldi) and fresh produce grocers.  Participants evaluated melons 
and other fresh produce (i.e. shelf standout, labelling, pricing, store layout, 
communications, choice factors).

 Following a short break the mini-groups returned to the central focus group 
location for debriefing and evaluation. This session explored triggers and barriers 
to melon purchase, ideal product features and communication needs to drive 
purchase.

1. Introduction; 15 Minutes

2. Pre-shop discussion; 35 Minutes

3. Shopper Safari; 80 Minutes, 3-4 Stores

4. Post-shop Debrief; 35 Minutes

+ 10 MINUTE BREAK

Approx. timings & topics covered below

Introduce topic and process, gather participant background 
such as; household structure, occupation, general shopping 

behaviour.

Explore general attitudes towards melons, awareness of melon 
types, purchase and usage behaviour.

Observe and explore the in-store purchase decision making 
process.

Review the shopping experience and explore possibilities for 
future development in the melon market.

Focus Group Discussion 
Flow

Qualitative Investigation: 
Shopping Safaris
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Qualitative Investigation: 
Shopping Safaris

Who did we speak to?

 7-8 participants, Melbourne based

 Mix of males and females (Approx. 50/50)

 Spread of 25-55 years, and one respondent aged 56-65 per 
group

 Category purchasers (Melons)

 Mix of melon types purchased (Watermelon, Honeydew, 
Rockmelon & other) and frequency of purchase (Spread of 
High & Moderate/Low purchasers)*

 Additionally the sample included consumers from both inner 
and outer suburbs, with a range of different socioeconomic 
and cultural backgrounds represented

 Screened for industry affiliations, allergies or intolerances

Each group was made up of the following…
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Quantitative Survey Methodology.

Objective: To further understand & quantify consumer behaviour and 
current attitudes towards melons.

An Australian wide survey with 1000 participants was conducted in 
July 2019.

 Respondents were initially screened based on age, gender, 
category and melon-variety usage, shopping behaviour and 
industry affiliation (see next page for further detail)

 Eligible participants completed a 15 minute survey, in which they 
answered questions relating to their current usage of and 
attitudes towards the melons category. 

1. Screener & Demographics

2. General Shopping Behaviour

3. Category Purchasing Exploration

4. Category Consumption Exploration

Screened for industry affiliations, age, grocery buying behaviour and 
melon category usage (last 3 months). Gender, household structure, 

living location, income, employment & ethnicity captured.

Grocery spend, shopping locations, and general fruit and vegetable 
category behaviors captured. 

Category health, melon shopping and purchasing behaviors, price 
perceptions and specific melon purchasing behaviors, triggers & 

barriers, and spend.

Consumption by melon type, consumption methods, household 
consumption, understanding of bad experiences, seasonal perceptions 

and ideal melon characteristics. 

Survey Flow

Quantitative 
Measurement: Survey

Overview of topics covered below (not 
exhaustive of specific questions).
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Who did we speak to?

Quantitative 
Measurement: Survey

 N=1000 Australian residents

 National sample (Natural Fallout (NFO) across states)

 All Main or Joint Grocery Buyers 

 Natural fallout (NFO) on age 18+ 

 50% male, 50% female +/- 5%

 Minimums placed on Melon type (purchased in the last 3 
months)

 Screened for industry affiliations

Specific detail of sample is outlined in table to the right.

Online sample was made up of the 
following…

Total Proposed Actual

Total N=1000 N=1000

Gender
Male 50% +/- 5% n=477

Female 50% +/- 5% n=523
Age

18-29

NFO

n=203
30-39 n=246
40-49 n=158
50-59 n=144
60-69 n=145
70+ n=104

Location
NSW

NFO

n=309
VIC n=260
QLD n=194
SA n=97
WA n=100
TAS n=20
NT n=9

ACT n=11
Melon Purchase (L3M)

Watermelon Min ~N=300 n=909
Rockmelon Min ~N=300 n=657

Honeydew Melon Min ~N=300 n=447
Other Melons Min ~N=100 n=274
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Detailed 
Findings
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Stakeholder Engagement.
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The key challenge that growers are facing is economic – lower 
pricing and profitability attributed to:
o Oversupply

o Increasingly prescriptive retail quality specifications

o Large scale competition for smaller growers

o Production environment challenges e.g. climate change, staffing 
challenges (with labour intensive crops and lack of automated picking and 
quality testing technology)

o Lower demand than potential (less than half of the per capita consumption 
of the US)

o Food safety issues across the supply chain.

From a consumer perspective challenges relate to the appeal and 
demand for melons. This is perceived to be impacted by:
o Seasonality

o Quality of produce

 Especially with respect to consistency (of taste/flavour and 
texture/firmness)

 Hindered by inability to judge quality easily (“Consumers still feel as if 
buying a melon is a bit of a lucky dip”)

 Exacerbated by food safety issues and concerns.

“It’s becoming harder and harder to meet the quality specifications 
put on fruit”

“Returns to growers have dropped”
“It’s a very price driven market. Our challenge is how to make a 

profit”

Stakeholder Engagement

Industry challenges are largely economic.
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New varieties of melon are a key trend:

o Seedless watermelons - now preferred by major 
retailers as regular offer.

o Specialty melons - may offer a superior eating 
experience, and a point of differentiation for growers, 
but remain a small proportion of the overall market 
with demand growing slowly.

Potential opportunities:

o Enhance consistency of quality to grow demand 
(through increased customer satisfaction) 

o Drive purchase through emphasising melons as 
Australian/home-grown produce.

o Identify and leverage drivers of purchase.

o Export of melons by local growers

Stakeholder Engagement

Trends and Opportunities.
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Main areas identified for exploration in the consumer 
research include:

o General associations with melons.

o Drivers of (and barriers to) purchase.

o Choice influencers, including role of perceived quality.

o Competitive set and point of difference.

o Purchase behaviour and experience including:

 Price exploration

 Merchandising and format preferences

 Priorities/trade offs

o Consumption occasions (and challenges).

o New/test ideas:

 New packaging.

 New product.

 Marketing and communications (including claims).

Stakeholder Engagement

Key areas of investigation (from stakeholder perspective).
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General Associations and 
Sentiment

• What do consumers think of melons?
• What excites them?
• Why do they buy them?
• What is the awareness of different 

varieties of melons?
• Consumption occasions and challenges
• “Territory” owned by melons (benefits, 

suitability) e.g. refreshment vs. health
• Drawbacks of buying melons

Drivers of Purchase

• What would drive consumers to include 
melons as part of their weekly shop?

• Preferred size of melon (weight and size)
• Shelf appearance
• Previous eating experience
• Food safety (How safe do consumers 

feel buying melons/ perceptions of risk? 
Understanding of food safety issues. 
Impacts on behavior. Awareness of what 
changes have been made by the 
industry.)

• Cost
• Seasonality (Does this impact on 

purchase intent?)

Choice Influencers

• What influences choice and what are 
the ultimate triggers to purchase?

• How important is each influencer?
• Role of variety (softer vs. crunchier)
• Role of format (cut vs. whole fruit)
• Role of price
• Perceptions of health benefits (What do 

they know about nutrients? Is there 
something that melons can own?)

• Quality perceptions
• Seasonality (Are consumers aware of 

growing seasons? What do they 
associate with/are they aware of 
availability all year round?)

• Perceptions of provenance (Do they 
know where melons come from/aware of 
growing regions? Do they care where 
melons are from? To what degree of 
specificity – country, region, farm? Would 
they buy more knowing they are 
Australian? Where do they think melons 
are from in the winter? If imported, would 
this affect purchase?)

Competitive Set and Point of 
Difference

• What would a consumer buy instead of a 
melon?

• What other fruits would a consumer buy 
in in its place? What offers similar 
benefits?

Priorities

What determines value? (taste, 
convenience, wastage, appearance)

Purchase trade offs/priorities
• Taste
• Appearance
• Price
• Shelf life
• Convenience
• Provenance

Stakeholder Engagement

Specific issues for investigation in detail.
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Purchase behavior and 
experience

• Frequency of purchase (How often? 
What size? What format?)

• Impacts on/reasons for frequency (Why 
regularly? Why occasionally?)

• Frequency profiling (demo profiling by 
dietary type, family composition etc.)

• Drivers of repeat purchase
• Ideal weight/size
• Impulse vs. planned purchase
• Overall satisfaction with purchase 

process (actual vs. desired)
• Perceptions of merchandising (display 

and placement in store e.g. ideally 
ambient vs. refrigerated)

• Availability of fruit; shelf space
• Associations with supermarket vs. fruit 

shop purchases
• Impacts of poor eating or shopping 

experience on repeat purchase (What 
was the experience? How would this 
impact frequency of purchase/when go 
back for another melon? Have consumers 
been lost entirely over food safety 
concerns?)

Quality Deep Dive

Overall satisfaction of eating experience

From a consumer point of view what quality 
looks like (associations, expectations, 
and importance):
• Shape 
• Imperfections e.g. cracks
• Seed cavity (size, tightness/softness of 

edges/around seeds)
• Skin (texture, stripes)
• Colour (fruit, edges, skin)
• Boning
• Texture/firmness of fruit
• Seeds (presence, number, colour)

Taste exploration (what quality tastes like)
• Sweetness, texture (and associations 

with freshness)

Merchandising and Format Deep 
Dive

• Associations with whole vs. cut fruit
• Preparedness to purchase whole vs. cut 

fruit (Does willingness to purchase without 
seeing inside the fruit differ by melon 
type?)

• Risk profile of differing formats
• Appeal of differing formats
• Drivers for cut fruit preference (quality 

control vs. cost vs. convenience vs. 
storage vs. preferred weight vs. portion 
size vs. freshness)

• Cut fruit preferences – half, quarter, 
cubes, triangles/wedges (and price 
implications)

• Availability of cut vs. whole fruit in store
• Appeal of cut fruit merchandising in 

store

Stakeholder Engagement

Specific issues for investigation in detail.
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Pricing Deep Dive

• Awareness of price
• Importance of price
• Pricing range (acceptable range 

between too expensive and too 
cheap/poor quality)

• How price is conceptualized/considered 
(per kg vs. per piece vs. by 
quarter/volume)

• Relationship between size and price
(what volume/size at what price point)

New Ideas

New product/ format
• What induces trial of new product (taste 

vs. price vs. recommendation vs. 
promotion)

• Awareness and appeal of specialty 
melons

• Awareness and appeal of different/new 
varieties

• Appeal of mini/personal melons (usage 
and pricing)

• New format options

Packaging
• New formats e.g. ready to eat (materials, 

features e.g. carry handles, amount of 
plastic, sealing etc.)

Marketing and communications (appeal 
and impact on intent to purchase/frequency 
and volume of purchase)
• New claims
• Service offers/expertise
• B2C comms from grower to consumer 

(What and how?)
• Branding of varieties?
• Juicing opportunities?

Other

• Consumer views on role of retailers with 
respect to melons

• Reaction to best before vs. picked on 
dates

• Perceptions of imports/exports

Stakeholder Engagement

Specific issues for investigation in detail
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o There is room to increase volume of sales (based consumption 
per capita in the US)

o Consumers top priority is consistency

o Consumers are unaware of melon provenance, varieties, 
seasonality, price, any health benefits

o There is a mismatch between consumer and retailer quality 
expectations/specifications. Consumers are less particular than 
retailers re the “look” of the melon (e.g. stripes not important) and 
care more about taste than appearance.

o Although retailers prioritise shelf life, sweetness is more important 
to consumers.

o Watermelon is an impulse purchase.

o Consumers prefer to buy melons in summer. Purchase driven by 
associations with refreshment.

o Different melon consumer profiles exist

 Weekly purchasers – buy all year round, driven by quality

 Impulse purchasers – buy mainly in summer, price driven

 Seasonal purchasers – buy mainly in summer, driven by visibility of 
product

Stakeholder Engagement

Hypotheses for consideration.
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o Consumers find melon quality hard to 
determine/judge/predict.

o Uncut/whole melon feels like a risky purchase. Cut fruit is 
about seeing inside so consumers can judge quality.

o Cut melon is not always available to buy.

o Bad melon experiences deter repeat purchase for a period.

o Consumers are still concerned about food safety and 
outbreaks associated with melons.

o Different melons have different risk profiles.

o Consumers may be put off buying melon based on poor 
merchandising (displays not fresh).

o Provenance could have quality associations that 
encourages purchase VS. the public don’t care about 
imports (not willing to pay more for local produce).

o Consumers are not aware that imported produce does not 
have the same quality assurances and associated 
(production) costs.

o Innovative packaging may increase sales.

o There may be appetite for new product e.g. mini melons at 
a higher price point (per kg).

Stakeholder Engagement

Hypotheses for consideration.
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Qualitative Investigation:
Shopping Safaris.
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Melon market issues.

Qualitative Investigation: 
Shopping Safaris
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Associations with melons (in general).

Melon competitors:  Other fruits suitable for snacks or platters.  Mainly pineapple or strawberries.  Also kiwi, mandarins, cucumber (hydrating). A
healthier alternative to lollies for a children’s snack or treat.  

Associations with melons overall are largely driven by perceptions of watermelon, as the most familiar and popular variety.  

RoundColourful

Vibrant

Juicy

Crisp
Full of 
water

Light taste

Sweet

Succulent

Hydrating

Refreshing

Healthy (low 
GI, for kids)

Easy snack

Bulks up a  
fruit salad

While melons have a range of positive and appealing features, variations in quality and logistics around purchase, storage and 
preparation can compromise their appeal. 

Tropical

Summer

Positives

Quality is variable

Difficult to gauge 
quality Take time to 

prepare (compared 
to some other fruits)

Take up a lot of 
space in the fridge

Heavy to carry

Limited shelf life   
(can lead to waste)

Can be floury, chalky, 
mushy, tasteless

Negatives

Qualitative Investigation: 
Shopping Safaris
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Consistency of quality is a key issue in the melon market.

Melons vary in quality;

o Under-ripe: Hard texture, tasteless, no aroma.

o Over-ripe: Deteriorating texture (mushy, squishy), overly strong 
aroma.

o Deteriorating due to short shelf life, especially when cut 
(mushy, squishy, slimy, “off” aroma).  

o Tasteless

Consumers can find it difficult to judge melon quality, 
particularly when the melon is whole; 

o Describe melon selection as “taking pot luck” or “taking a punt”

Perceived or experienced variation in quality is a barrier to purchase.  Measures to 
ensure consistency and/or reassure consumers of quality would help to address this. 

Qualitative Investigation: 
Shopping Safaris
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Seasonality: Melons are strongly associated with summer.

Consumers have limited awareness of how and where melons are grown.  Expectations may therefore be based on knowledge 
associated with other fruits or fruit in general.  In common with many other fruits, melons are believed to be a seasonal product, 

more widely available and at their best in summer.   

Belief: Melons are grown in 
summer.

Melons are grown in warm places and are 
therefore in season in summer.                              

In winter melons are less widely available, 
lower in quality, more expensive, may be 

imported or from cool store.

Experience: Melon sensory features 
and typical uses suit summer.

Melons are refreshing, colourful and served 
cold. They are more suited to summer use 
e.g. in salads, fruit salads, platters or as a 

hot weather treat.

Perceptions of seasonality limits melon usage.  This could be addressed by educating consumers that melons are grown all year
round in Australia, specifying specific areas of Australia, emphasising “freshly picked” and maintaining a year round presence at the 

front of store. Features in supermarket magazines could be used to educate consumers around seasonality and provide serving 
suggestions appropriate to winter. 

“It’s probably a summer fruit because that’s when it’s in 
season and the sweetest and nicest”

“Always more in summer. We tend to think it’s sweeter 
in the summer months”

“You can find it easily and it’s cheap in summer”

“Melons taste of summer”

“It’s more a summer thing in our house.  It’s very 
refreshing and crisp and cold”

Qualitative Investigation: 
Shopping Safaris
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Trends and satisfaction with current melon offer.

Recent trends noted:

• Seedless watermelon has become mainstream.

• Some awareness of yellow watermelon.

• General trend away from plastic packaging and over-packaging. Consumers do 
not see a need for additional packaging for melons.

Satisfaction with current offer:

• Inconsistency of quality (under-ripe, over-ripe, blemished, deteriorating, 
flavourless) is the main source of dissatisfaction in the melon market.

• Consumers are satisfied with the range of melons available and are not actively 
seeking new varieties.  

• If new varieties are introduced to the market, their qualities need to be clearly 
defined and differentiated to establish a reason for trial.

• There is some caution around the idea of introducing new varieties due to the 
suspicion that these may be imported and/or genetically modified.   

There are no clear gaps in the market for new or different melon varieties.   A focus on ensuring 
consistent quality and promoting year round use of melons has greater potential to increase sales. 

“Just seedless is so big with 
watermelon now”

Qualitative Investigation: 
Shopping Safaris
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Listeria incident.

The listeria incident of 2018 does not appear to be having a significant impact on current purchase behaviour.  There is a high 
level of trust in regulators and/or stores to ensure customer safety.  

The listeria incident of 2018 is not top of mind.

Behaviour post incident

• Publicity around the incident caused some consumers to limit or stop melon purchase at the 
time.  

• However, there is the assumption that the issue would have been immediately addressed by 
industry regulators or stores.  
Therefore, the danger to consumers would have passed within a period of a few weeks.   

• Consumers reverted to previous purchase behaviour once the immediate danger was deemed 
to have passed.

Spontaneous Recall
• Mentioned only by a 

minority of participants 
in two of the four focus 
groups.

Prompted Recall
• Good recall of media coverage 

in a general sense, but little 
knowledge of the details (e.g. 
causes, type of melon 
involved).

“I figured they just wouldn’t put it back on the shelf if it wasn’t 
okay, so I went straight back in and bought it”

https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2018/mar/16/fifth-person-dies-in-australias-rockmelon-listeria-outbreak

“It’s just one of those things you hear on the news and then it goes away.”
“And I mean 2 deaths out of millions of people is a pretty low statistic.”

“I think it got cross-
contaminated”

“It was from the farms - the 
bacteria inside the actual 

melon”

Qualitative Investigation: 
Shopping Safaris
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Melon Varieties.

Qualitative Investigation: 
Shopping Safaris
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Watermelon: Positives and negatives.

Positives

• Vibrant red colour

• Light, crispy, texture

• Juicy

• Fresh

• Sweet

• Refreshing, thirst quenching, hydrating

• Always ripe

• Not heavy in stomach, can eat a lot

• Easy to eat, no need for cutlery

• Universally accepted, crowd pleaser

• Per kilo pricing can give the impression of good value 
(compared with unit pricing)

• Versatile: Different occasions, sweet, savoury, goes well 
with other fruit

Negatives

• Large size: 
Difficult/awkward to carry and store
Whole watermelon heavy to carry

Greater probability of waste

• Can be tasteless.

• “Hit and miss” texture. Can be “floury”, “bitty”, “mushy”, 
“stringy”

• Need to eat straight away once cut up or becomes 
“mushy”

• Doesn’t travel well. Gets crushed/bruised

• Messy to eat, especially for children

• Needs to be cut up. Cannot just be picked up and eaten 
like some other fruit

• Difficult to cut up whole watermelon

• May leak in fridge

“It’s like it’s a poor man’s food and it’s a rich man’s food, you can eat it at a fancy restaurant with 
watermelon and feta or you can go to a picnic and pull it out of a lunchbox.”

“A whole watermelon is too tricky to carry, a whole one wouldn’t fit in my basket and cause I’m usually in a 
rush I just want to get in and get out.”

Qualitative Investigation: 
Shopping Safaris
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Watermelon: Purchase and usage.

Purchase

• Can be a regular purchase, particularly in summer.

• More likely to be regular (and less seasonal) with children 
in the household.

• Mixed preference for format (whole, half, quarter).  
Depends on occasion and number of people to serve.   
Whole if entertaining a large group or feeding a large 

family.
Half or quarter for smaller families or everyday usage.

• Cut watermelon in store can have fingerprints and dents 
from handling by consumers.

• Pre-packaged (e.g. cubed) watermelon quickly 
deteriorates, becoming “soggy” and “mushy”.

Usage

• Very versatile;
Snacks (for adults and children)
Platters (e.g. with cheese, figs)

Salads (e.g. with feta)
Wrapped with prosciutto

In lunch box for school or work
Fruit salad, fruit kebabs
Dessert (with ice cream)

Juices
Smoothies 

Cocktails/with alcohol/punch 
Frozen onto lollypop sticks

• Day out at the beach

• Kids party (the concession to health)

• Party décor (cut into shapes e.g. shark)

• Sports team refreshments

“We were testing to see how firm they were and smelling 
them to see if they were ripe.”

“I wouldn’t buy a whole watermelon unless it was for a party because I 
wouldn’t eat it all in that timeframe, I wouldn’t eat it all to myself.”

Qualitative Investigation: 
Shopping Safaris
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Rockmelon: Positives and negatives.

Positives

• Rich, fruity flavour

• Strong aroma and taste.  

• Dense, firm, meaty, crisp, solid texture.  Therefore less 
prone to disintegration.

• Less sweet than watermelon or honeydew so 
complements or balances other fruit.

• Reasonable shelf life.

• Less messy to eat.

• Easy to find when in season.

• Adds colour to a platter.

• Convenient size (minimise wastage, ease of storage). 

• Complementary to other fruits

Negatives

• Difficult to judge ripeness.  

• Higher probability of being overripe or underripe.  More 
“hit and miss” than watermelon.  

• Hard and chewy if unripe. 

• Slimy or mushy if overripe.

• Taste can be overpowering. 

• Less universally appealing than watermelon.

• Messy to prepare (remove seeds, slippery seeds).

• Not as much fun to eat for children (compared to 
watermelon).

“Rockmelon used to be my favourite fruit but then I 
started to get it so many times under ripe and hard so I 

almost stopped buying it”

“Has a reasonable shelf life, lasts for a pretty long time 
after purchase maybe over a week.”

Qualitative Investigation: 
Shopping Safaris
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Rockmelon: Purchase and usage.

• Purchase

• Strength of aroma and some “give” in the firmness of the 
skin are used to judge ripeness. 

• Purchased more regularly in summer (but less frequently 
than watermelon).

• Purchased whole or halved depending on occasion: 
Halves for smaller households and/or everyday use.

Whole for larger households or entertaining.     

• Halves are not always available.   

• Occasion driven e.g. colours for platter.

Usage

• Platters e.g. with cheese

• Fruit salad

• Breakfast

• Snack (on its own) 

• In salads (e.g. with cured meat)

• Wrapped in prosciutto

• Smoothies

• Juice

• Kid’s lunchboxes

• Parties

• Decoration e.g. on fruit platter.

• Cricket team snack (with watermelon).

“Its complementary to other fruits, it goes well with watermelon and strawberries and nectarines, it’s a good thing to have on a fruit platter.”

Qualitative Investigation: 
Shopping Safaris
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Honeydew: Positives and negatives.

Positives

• Sweet, soft, “smooth” taste.

• Mild, subtle, cool flavour.

• Less intense flavour so can be more suitable for children 
than rockmelon. 

• Looks good with other melons, colour variety, green 
provides contrast. 

• Softer and easier to cut and bite (compared to rockmelon).

• Keeps longer than watermelon.

• Convenient size (minimise wastage, ease of storage). 

• Easy to cut and transport.

• Perhaps lower sugar content. 

Negatives

• Quality can be “hit and miss”.  

• Difficult to judge ripeness; 
Too hard if unripe.
“Slimy” if too ripe.

• Less taste and aroma than other melons; 
Can be tasteless, boring, bland.  

Can be less appealing to children. 
Used as a “filler”. 

• Less universally appealing than watermelon and 
rockmelon.

• Less available or visible than other varieties.  

• Can be expensive (especially if no half melons available).  

“I think I just forget about them, I never think to buy them”
“When it’s ripe it’s really nice but they are a bit hit and 

miss.”

“When it’s ripe its really beautiful but you just don’t know because 
they always sell it whole and it’s just too expensive .”

Qualitative Investigation: 
Shopping Safaris
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Honeydew: Purchase and usage.

Purchase

• Less common overall.

• Not a regular purchase.

• Purchased on impulse, for a change or for an occasion.

• Difficult to judge ripeness, especially when sold whole.

• White seed area in centre is seen as an indicator of 
freshness.

If dry, crusty and/or has some away from the seeds this 
indicates over-ripeness. 

• Prefer to buy half as do not use or like as much as other 
melons.  

Usage

• Snacking 

• Dessert

• Smoothies

• Juices

• Fruit salad

• Lunch box

• Platters for entertaining

• With other melons as a filler or contrast.

Qualitative Investigation: 
Shopping Safaris
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Other varieties.
There is limited awareness and experience of varieties other than 
watermelon, rockmelon and honeydew.  

Yellow watermelon;
• Limited awareness and trial.

• Tried out of curiosity or for a change.

• In comparison with red watermelon can be perceived as inferior in terms of 
flavour, consistency of quality and visual appeal.   

• Less appealing to children than red watermelon.  

Piel De Sapo;
• Very limited awareness and trial.

• Reported (by one trialist) to have a crisp texture.

• Limited examples of cut melons were evident in the shopper safaris.  
Therefore consumers are unable to use the visual appearance of the flesh 
to judge sensory delivery.   

• The cut Piel De Sapo was initially confused with cut Honeydew. Their 
similar interiors resulted in shoppers believing it would also taste like 
Honeydew.

Other varieties;
• (Orange/sweet) Candy melon was observed in store but 

consumers were not previously aware of this variety.  While 
both the yellow skin and the name cue sensory 
differentiation from other melons, the cut product suggests 
strong similarity to rockmelon. 

• One participant had seen mini-melons in an Asian 
supermarket.  Their perception was that mini-melon 
purchase would not be worth the waste, effort and cost 
involved for a single serve.

• Winter melon, hairy melon and bitter melon varieties were 
noted during the shopper safari.  However, there was no 
previous awareness of these.  

• Pawpaw and papaya are often positioned next to melons in 
store, leading some consumers to question whether these 
are also members of the melon family.  

“I expected the inside [of the orange candy melon] to be more 
orange in colour. It just looks like a rockmelon on the inside”

Qualitative Investigation: 
Shopping Safaris
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Melon variety comparison summary.

Very strong sensory 
appeal: visual, texture, 

taste

Light to eat

Broader appeal

Popular with children

Very versatile

More likely to be a regular 
purchase 

Less likely to be 
purchased whole

Deteriorates more quickly 
than other melons when 
cut into small pieces and 

packaged

Compared to watermelon:

Stronger taste and aroma

Less sweet

Firmer texture 

Less broadly appealing

Fairly versatile

Less fun to eat (for 
children) 

Less likely to be a regular 
purchase

Less prone to deterioration 
when cut

More likely to be purchased 
whole

Compared to watermelon:

Milder, subtle taste

Bland. A filler

Soft texture

Provides visual contrast to 
other melons

Less broadly appealing or 
readily available than either 
watermelon or rockmelon.

Impulse or occasional 
purchase

Less prone to deterioration 
when cut

More likely to be purchased  
as half (as less appealing) 

Each of the common melon varieties has distinctive 
features.  

Preference is dependent on both personal taste and 
intended usage.

Two or three melon varieties may be used together 
to provide contrast in colour and texture.  For 

example, in a fruit salad or on a platter.  

Variation in quality and difficulties in judging ripeness 
are common to all melon varieties.  Melon purchase 

is therefore described as “hit and miss”.

Watermelon Rockmelon Honeydew

Qualitative Investigation: 
Shopping Safaris
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Melon Purchase.

Qualitative Investigation: 
Shopping Safaris
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Purchase frequency and planning.

The following behaviour patterns were observed during the focus 
groups.  

Purchase behaviour will be explored further and quantified in the 
online study.

For some households melons are a regular and/or planned 
purchase.  For others, purchase is more spontaneous or 
occasion-based.

• Households with young children are more likely to be frequent and 
planned purchasers. 

• Purchase is more frequent and more likely to be planned in 
summer. 

• Impulse purchases are more associated with winter.  

“We buy it all the time, except for winter”

Regular and year round melon purchase could be promoted by creating awareness of the availability of Australian grown fresh 
melons in all seasons.   Reinforcing the suitability (sensory and health benefits) of melons for children also has potential to 

increase sales.  

Qualitative Investigation: 
Shopping Safaris
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Channel.

Consumers are comfortable purchasing melons from supermarkets, markets and specialist stores.  However, 
consistency of quality is an issue for all channels.   

Melons are purchased at supermarkets, markets and specialist fruit 
and vegetable stores.

Supermarkets Markets & Specialised Fruit and 
Vegetable Stores

• May be more convenient when 
melons are purchased as part of the 
main shop

• POS (Point Of Sale, I.e. on shelf) 
information in supermarkets is 
limited

• Generally expected to provide 
fresher, better quality produce

• Some expectation that markets will 
stock a wider variety of melons

• More likely to include descriptors 
(such as “sweet”) in POS 
communications to enhance appeal

Price expectations for supermarkets versus markets are mixed.  Markets may be 
cheaper due to their format or more expensive based on expectations of higher 

quality.   

“Sometimes when you go down to the Vic market or another grocer its more 
enticing because it’s well-presented, and it’s a deep red you can tell straight 

away it’s fresh [watermelon]”

Qualitative Investigation: 
Shopping Safaris
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Price versus quality.

In general, perceived quality is the deciding factor in melon purchase.  

• Where the desired quality is not evident, the melon will be left on the shelf.  

Price is less important than quality.

• The lowest priced melon will not necessarily be selected if the quality 
appears inferior. 

• Within a range, price is not an issue.  However, above a certain point, price 
can inhibit a sale.  

• Perceptions of melon pricing vary by format of both price and product.  For 
example, sections of watermelon priced per kilo can appear cheap, while a 
whole rockmelon or honeydew priced by unit can appear expensive.  Half 
rockmelons or honeydews appear more reasonable. 

• Melons are expected to be cheaper in season. 

Perceptions of price and value are bound up with format and pricing strategy. Quality in terms of ripeness, flavour and texture 
is more motivating than a low price point. However, discounted pricing can encourage trial of new varieties.   

“I just go for presentation wherever has the nicest looking one 
and best display, even if the price is a bit high or whatever.”

Qualitative Investigation: 
Shopping Safaris
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Format.
Melons are sold in a range of formats: whole, halved, smaller sections (e.g. 

quarters) and cut into small pieces and packaged.  

Purchased when:

• A whole melon would not be used up by 
the household before it deteriorated.  
The aim is to avoid potential wastage.

• There is a need to see the flesh to judge 
ripeness.   

• Ease of transportation is an issue.

• The convenience of a ready-cut portion 
is important. 

Purchased when:

• Part of a work day lunch purchase e.g. 
with a salad.

• In a hurry and needing a quick and 
convenient snack outside the home. A 
“healthier alternative” to other snack 
products available.

Watermelon deteriorates quickly when cut 
into small pieces and is often rejected in 
packaged format.  

In this context, melon is more appealing 
when mixed with other fruit e.g. strawberries. 

Purchased when:

• A large quantity is required e.g. for 
entertaining for a larger household.  

• Freshness is a priority.  Cutting 
compromises freshness. 

.  

A range of formats is required to meet customer needs.  Where melons are only sold in whole format, propensity to purchase 
is compromised. 

“I play it safe and tend to get the halves.   That way I 
can sort of see if it’s ripe”

“I wouldn’t buy a whole watermelon unless it was 
for a party because I wouldn’t eat it all in that 

timeframe”

“A whole watermelon is too tricky to carry.  A whole 
one wouldn’t fit in my basket” 

Whole 
Melons

Half Melons
(OR Smaller sections)

Small pieces in 
plastic containers 
(with or without other 
melons or fruit)

Qualitative Investigation: 
Shopping Safaris
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Location in store.

Melons are not commonly grouped together in one section of the store and this 
can give the appearance of a limited range. 

• Watermelon is often displayed separately from rockmelon and honeydew. 

• Cut melon may be separated from whole melon.  Cut melon may be located in the 
chiller or in the main ambient fruit and vegetable area.

• There is often some melon visible from the front of the store (e.g. in an aisle end 
display in the supermarket or to the outside of a market stall).  This strategy draws 
attention and can promote spontaneous purchase.  

• Other melons may be dispersed in different areas, requiring some exploration to 
locate.  Shelf height can impact ease of locating. 

• Packaged melon is generally found in the chiller alongside other convenience foods 
such as prepared salads and sandwiches.  

Positioning melons next to reduced priced products can suggest a lack of freshness. 

“It’s probably the first thing I see 
when I walk into the supermarket. 
To be honest, that’s probably why 

I buy it”

Grouping melons together in store has the potential to raise the profile of the category as a whole.   If some melons are 
featured at the store front, the offer should be duplicated in the main melon section.   

“It was in a weird section with other 
random items. Like salad dressing 

and stuff, it was really obscure”

“I feel like the melons, the general 
whole ones should be on the shelf 

and the cut ones in the fridge, so it’s 
okay for them to be apart”

Qualitative Investigation: 
Shopping Safaris
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In-store display.

The ideal display:
1) Shows consumers what the melon looks like inside via a cut section or image, even when they are sold whole.  This 

enables evaluation of quality and ripeness, and aids familiarisation with new products. 

2) Is full enough to provide a good range of choice but, at the same time, enable consumers to easily view all the 
products to make their selection.  If the display is too full there is a danger that adjacent melons will move and 
become damaged if one is picked up.  A sparse display, conversely, can suggest that the melons there are “left overs” 
or are out of season.   

3) Uses a base or background to enhance visual appeal e.g. straw, false grass, ice, market-style boxes.  Melons 
placed directly on shelving have less appeal.

4) Is designed for ease of access and handling.  For example, melons are at eye level, rather than on lower shelves.  
Where melons are displayed vertically, consumers may interpret those on lower levels to be of lower quality.   

5) Uses natural lighting to give accurate impression of melon colour (to aid judgement of taste and ripeness).

6) Accurately aligns names and price points with products.

7) Provides additional information via POS communications describing features such as flavour, texture and/or origin.  
E.g. “Sweet Queensland Melons”.  This is especially important for less familiar varieties. 

The visual appeal of the melon section/s in store plays a key role in encouraging sales. 

“You could see their differences and flaws more 
because there was less quantity”

“It would be good if they had something in store that said ‘honeydew…best at 
this time of year its peak season now etc…’ ”

“Better lighting as well, the lighting in the markets made the honeydew actually look good.”

Qualitative Investigation: 
Shopping Safaris
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In-Store Ideal Display; Visualised.

Ensure consumers will also 
be able to inspect the 

inside of the melon (If not 
an actual cut section, an 

image to impart confidence)

A good range of choice 
is a necessity, however 

ensure melons are 
displayed to allow for 

easy view

Rather than a plain base, 
include straw/false grass/ ice;

Alternatively market style 
boxes

Ensure names and price points are 
aligned correctly, create an 

environment of easy navigation

Include a background with 
the display to enhance visual 

appeal

Provide additional information, to 
describe features of the melon to aid 

choice, especially for less familiar 
varieties

“Information in the market helped, there was a sign with the Piel de Sapo that said 
‘tastes like honeydew’ which was helpful.”

“Would be nice to hear a message about what benefits such as 
vitamins may be in fruit that might not be commonly known.”

Allow 
easier 
access 
I.e. Eye 

level

Qualitative Investigation: 
Shopping Safaris
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Sensory evaluation in store.

Consumers use a range of sensory cues to judge quality. Maintaining a fresh visual appearance and cueing ripeness is key to 
promoting melon sales. 

Sensory information plays a key role in purchase decision making. 
• Consistency of outer skin colour and texture: Pale patches, blemishes, dents and irregular texture indicate compromised 

quality. 

• Colour of flesh: Stronger, deeper colour suggests ripeness and more intense flavour. A very deep colour, however, can 
indicate an old or damaged (bruised) product. Pale colour can indicate an unripe or flavourless product.  Consistency of colour 
indicates freshness.

• Visual appearance of flesh texture:  Soft or mushy texture indicates deterioration.  

• Visual appearance of seeds (rockmelon or honeydew):  Dry seeds and/or surrounding membranes can indicate lack of 
freshness. Seeds are easier to see when melons are cut longways. 

• Visual appearance of rind:  Thinner rind indicates a better value product (higher ratio of flesh to rind).  

• Tactile experience of flesh texture: Press, tap or swipe across (packaged) flesh to gauge firmness.   A “squishy” texture 
indicates deterioration.  

• Aroma: A strong, fragrant aroma indicates ripeness.  Absence of aroma can cue an unripe or flavourless melon. Too much 
aroma suggests an over-ripe melon.

• Size: A smaller size can indicate a more concentrated flavour.  It is also easier to carry and cut. 

• Plastic wrapping:  Loose plastic wrapping, appearance of a “slimy” texture under the wrapping or finger marks on the 
wrapping can indicate a deteriorating product.  

“Combination of looking for the intensity of the colour 
and trying to see the texture on the cut melons”

“If it’s over ripe and is like a slushy beginning to be that fermented smell it’s awful.”

“We pressed them in the ends and picked them up to see how firm/dense 
they were.”

Qualitative Investigation: 
Shopping Safaris
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Some sensory cues vary by melon type.

• Visual evaluation of texture is less complex: either “mushy”, 
“moist (ripe)” or “dry”. 

• A green line around the inner surface of rind  indicates an 
unripe melon.  

• Outer skin appearance is more important for rockmelon and 
honeydew than for watermelon, particularly if purchased 
whole.

• Discolouration and/or dents in the outer skin is interpreted as 
a sign of deterioration.  Dents appear more prevalent in 
rockmelon.  

• Ideally the “webbing” on rockmelon skin should be evenly 
distributed across the surface.  This indicates a fresh, 
undamaged product. 

• The outer skin of rockmelon may be pushed in to assess 
ripeness.   

• Aroma is used to judge the ripeness of whole melons. 

Watermelon Rockmelon & Honeydew
• Visual evaluation of watermelon texture based on the 

appearance of the flesh is complex with consumers 
identifying “crystally”, “floury”, “stringy” and “mushy” textures.

• Discolouration of the outer skin is less of an issue for 
watermelon. 

• Seedless is now perceived to have become the norm and is 
widely preferred.  The white seeds are smaller and more 
edible.  

“Just seedless is so big with watermelon now.”

Qualitative Investigation: 
Shopping Safaris
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Provenance.

• POS information includes the information that the product is 
grown in Australia.  However, this was rarely commented on 
spontaneously during the shopper safaris.

• Consumers typically assume that melons are grown in Australia 
and they are therefore not motivated to check this information.   

• Despite this expectation, however, consumers do not take into 
account the range of climates represented in Australia and 
continue to believe that melons are seasonal. 

• For unfamiliar melon varieties, naming can indicate provenance. 
For example, Piel De Sapo can be interpreted as imported based 
on the name.  
Piel De Sapo is sometimes labelled “Desapo” which can be 
mispronounced as “Gestapo”!

Awareness of where melons are grown within Australia is very limited, leading to misconceptions around seasonality.  More 
specific communication of provenance (e.g. Queensland melons) has the potential to help address this issue.  

“… The little fruit shop I go to doesn’t sell things if they aren’t in 
season, so I can’t get watermelon right now.“

Qualitative Investigation: 
Shopping Safaris
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Melon selection summary: Key features.

Pink = Lower importance   Blue = Medium/ Moderate importance  Green = Higher importance

Watermelon Rockmelon Honeydew

Skin colour
The darker the better (but patches of yellow 

unnoticed or could indicate decay on cut 
pieces if highly evident).

Indicates ripeness – should not be too pale, 
no dark patches.

Indicates ripeness – should not be too pale.   
No dark patches, but more intense green = 

more flavour.

Skin texture
Not noticeable. Slight dents not problematic 

but cracks/gouges problematic.

Needs to be unblemished (undimpled) with 
tight and even webbing. [No realisation of 
increased listeria risk with rough texture]

Needs to be consistently round – lack of 
dents

Shape
Oval and round shaped melons are both 

okay.

Size Smaller is more concentrated flavour.
Smaller is more concentrated flavour.  Too 

small could indicate out of season.
Smaller is more concentrated flavour. Too 

small could indicate out of season.

Flesh colour

Too pale = unripe, lack of flavour.
Too dark patches = overripe sections.

Darker the more flavoursome.
Consistent – no bruises (e.g. finger marks 

in cut fruit).

Darker the more flavoursome.
Consistent – no bruises (e.g. finger marks 

in cut fruit).

Darker the more flavoursome.
Consistent – no bruises (e.g. finger marks 

in cut fruit).

Flesh texture
Not crystallised, dry, stringy. Not mushy 

and not soft.
Not slimy.

Not too hard or too soft.
Not slimy.

Not too hard or too soft.

Seeds and 
seed cavity

Low concern – generally buy seedless.
Seeds and cavity not to be dry, shrunken, 
separated = old. Not to be pooling liquid = 

not fresh.

Seeds and cavity not to be dry, shrunken, 
separated = old. Not to be pooling liquid = 

not fresh.

Aroma
Used to gauge ripeness. Should have a 

fruity aroma, but not overpowering (= 
overripe).

Qualitative Investigation: 
Shopping Safaris
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NPD & 
Promoting Melon Sales.

Qualitative Investigation: 
Shopping Safaris
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Interest in new varieties and NPD opportunities.

Consumers are not actively seeking new 
varieties.
• Lack of awareness of varieties other than the three most 

common contributes to this.

• Consumers are generally happy with the range currently 
offered, but showed some interest in trying new varieties 
discovered during the shopper safari’s.

• There is some concern that providing new varieties of melon 
would involve genetic modification and/or imports from 
overseas.   

NPD opportunities lie more in measures to promote 
consistency of quality at point of sale than introducing new 

varieties.  

I.e. strategies to ensure that that consumer is not “taking a 
punt” when buying a melon.

Qualitative Investigation: 
Shopping Safaris
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Introducing new melon varieties.

“I expected the inside [of the 
orange candy melon] to be 
more orange in colour. It 

just looks like a rockmelon 
on the inside” 

Adoption of new melon varieties is dependent on:
1) Creating awareness and familiarity.

2) Providing a reason for trial i.e. a point of differentiation from melons currently on the market. 

Take up of new varieties could be enhanced by:
1) Ensuring that a cut version of the product is on display so that consumers can see what the flesh 

looks like.  Visual appearance provides cues to texture and flavour intensity.

2) Including descriptions of the sensory qualities (e.g. “crisp and sweet”) on product or POS labels.

3) Providing taste tests in store.

4) Providing usage instructions and serving suggestions (e.g. great with...).

5) Positioning new varieties adjacent to products (whether melon or other fruit) with similar qualities. 
Consumers can take cues from adjacent products to help interpret unfamiliar melons. 

6) Selecting names which accurately communicate the sensory qualities and which avoid the 
suggestion that the melon may be imported.  

“I like getting an idea of 
what the whole ones look 

like on the inside.” 

“When trying new melons like 
the orange candy and winter 

melon, it would’ve been nice to 
have extra information because 

we hadn’t tried them before.” 

Qualitative Investigation: 
Shopping Safaris
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Other opportunities to promote melon sales.

Other potential strategies to promote growth 
in the market include: 

1) Promotion of any relevant health or nutritional benefits.  For 
example, energy for exercise, a healthy snack/treat, source of 
vitamin C. Currently, melons are not associated with specific 
attributes in this area.

2) Inclusion of melons with blemishes or irregular shapes in the 
“odd bunch” initiative to reinforce the idea that the flesh inside 
is of high quality. 

3) Promoting the suitability of melons for children (based on 
both sensory features and health benefits).

“I juice it with the seeds and give it to the kids 
because that’s where the vitamins are.” 

“It’s good for kids because its healthy, you can put it in bite sizes.”

“They are high GI so might be good before exercise.” 

Qualitative Investigation: 
Shopping Safaris
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Qualitative Investigation: 
Shopping Safaris

Insights summary & 
recommendations.
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Consistency of quality is a major issue in the melon market from the consumer perspective.  Measures to 
ensure that melons reach the consumer in an appropriate state of ripeness and with visually appealing inner 
and outer appearances would help to improve consumer confidence and promote sales. 

1

Misconceptions about seasonality lead consumers to expect that melons are inferior in quality, more 
expensive and/or imported in the winter months.  Educating consumers that melons are grown all year round 
in Australia, specifying origin within Australia, emphasising “freshly picked”, maintaining presence near to the 
front of the store and providing recipe suggestions appropriate to winter would help to address this issue.     

Demand for NPD in the melon market is limited.  Consumers are generally satisfied with the current range of 
melon varieties available and/or have little awareness of alternatives.   If introducing new varieties, marketing 
activity communicating sensory features and potential uses would encourage trial.   Strategic naming of new 
varieties could be used to communicate sensory features and/or provenance.     

The listeria incident of 2018 does not appear to be having an ongoing impact on consumer attitudes or 
behaviour.  Although the incident is recalled when prompted, consumers assume that the issue would have 
been addressed promptly and is now in the past.

Qualitative Investigation: 
Shopping Safaris

Conclusions and recommendations: Qualitative
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Watermelon is the most familiar and universally appealing melon variety.   Rockmelon and honeydew have 
specific flavour and texture profiles which have more niche appeal.  Different melon varieties are often 
combined together to provide contrast.  Awareness and usage of other varieties is very limited.   

1

Merchandising plays a key role in promoting purchase.  Melons are often dispersed in different areas of the 
store and grouping them together would help to raise the profile of the category as a whole. Consumers need 
access to a range of formats/sizes to suit individual needs. The visual appeal of the section in terms of stock 
levels, positioning, lighting and background is also important in promoting sales.  POS information is currently 
limited but could be further utilised to reinforce perceptions of sensory qualities and/or provenance.              

Sensory evaluation in store informs the purchase decision.   Consumers use a wide range of visual and 
tactile cues to evaluate ripeness and freshness. These include visual appearance of skin, flesh and seeds, 
tactile experience of texture and assessment of aroma. It is important that the interior of the melon is visible 
(i.e. via cut section or image), even if the product is sold whole. Maintaining a fresh visual appearance and 
cueing ripeness is key to promoting melon sales.     

Qualitative Investigation: 
Shopping Safaris

Conclusions and recommendations: Qualitative
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Quantitative Measurement:
Online Survey.
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Melon Category.

Quantitative 
Measurement: Survey
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The same, 
80%

More, 20%

Quantitative 
Measurement: Survey

Melon Category Health.

Q16. How SATISFIED or DISSATISFIED are you with the range of MELONS currently available in the market? Q17. How IMPORTANT to you is having a range of MELONS 
available where you usually shop? Q18. How INTERESTED or DISINTERESTED are you in NEW MELON varieties? Q19. When in season, how LIKELY would you be to 
RECOMMEND the following melons to you friends, family or colleagues? Q20. In the future, are you LIKELY TO BUY MELONS…
Total Sample: N=1000

Satisfaction 7.4
(7.2)

Importance 6.5
(6.7)

Interest in New 6.4
(7.8)

Watermelon 8.2
(7.0)

Rockmelon 7.8
(7.0)

Honeydew 7.7
(7.0)

Category Health.

Likely to 
recommend…

Likelihood to buy melons in future…

Australian melon consumers are 
currently satisfied with the range of 
melons available in market. 

Whilst moderately important to them, 
they were less interested in seeing 
new innovations in the melon 
category than in grocery products 
more generally. 

One in five indicated they are likely to 
purchase more melons in future, 
however the majority felt they would 
purchase similar amounts as they do 
currently. 

Brackets (x) indicate total grocery benchmarks. 
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Quantitative 
Measurement: Survey

Demographic Profile.

Gender.

Male
48%

Female
52%

20%

25%

16%

14%

15%

10%

18-29

30-39

40-49

50-59

60-69

70+

Age.

31%

26%

19%

10%

10%

2%

1%

1%

NSW

VIC

QLD

SA

WA

TAS

NT

ACT

Location.

36%

18%

7%

4%

1%

4%

1%

18%

9%

2%

Full time

Part time

Self employed

Unemployed,…

Unemployed, not…

Student

Beneficiary/welfare

Retired

Homemaker

Other

Employment Status.

10%

14%

7%

18%

18%

12%

20%

2%

Single no children

Couple no children

Adult household

Young family

Middle family

Older family

Empty nesters

Other

Household Structure.

5%

15%

15%

12%

14%

19%

10%

10%

Less than $20,000

$20,000 to $39,999

$40,000 to $59,999

$60,000 to $79,999

$80,000 to $99,999

$100,000 to $149,999

Greater than $150,000

Unsure/No comment

Annual Household Income.Ethnicity.

73%
8%

5%
5%
3%
3%
2%
2%
2%

15%

Australian
British
Indian

Chinese
New Zealander

Italian
Irish

Sri Lankan
Filipino

Other

Grocery-Buying Role.

MGB = main grocery buyer in household
JGB = joint grocery buyer (shared with 
others in household)

MGB
73%

JGB
27%

Shopper Type.

Melon Purchase (L3M).

2% Piel De Sapo

7% Orange Candy

14% Winter Melon

5% Hairy Melon

6% Indian Bitter Melon

3% Other

Watermelon 91%

Rockmelon 66%

Honeydew melon 45%Metro 72%
Regional 28%

Promotional 
65%

Routine 
19%

Particular 
9%

Impulse 
7%

Other melons 27%

Total Sample: N=1000

(Last 3 Months)
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Q55. Which of the following do you believe BEST describes Australian values at the moment?
The proportions indicate those who agree that the relevant statements indicated above best describes the values held by 
Australians at the current moment in time. For further information on the Millennium Monitor, please see slide 118 in the appendix.

Enjoyment

ConformityRebellion

Power

47%24%

11% 18%

A time where we are 
looking for increased 
security and safety. A 

time when we are 
concerned about the 
future for the children 
and the community.

A time to be free and 
enjoy the fruits of our 

labour. 
A creative, exciting 

period. We are here for 
a short time and live to 

enjoy the moment.

A time where we are 
standing up for what is 
fair for every individual. 
We are looking to do 
things differently for a 

simpler life.

A time where we see 
global expansion, an 
increase in wealthy 
individuals and we 
are empowered to 

tackle big 
challenges.

Millennium Monitor.

47% of Australian Melon 
Consumers typically align with 
Conformity values and have 
familiarity and safety front of 
mind. Provenance and 
Australian Grown are appealing 
communications now. 

But for Millennials now (and for 
the mass in 3-5 years) 
Rebellion values prevail. Rather 
than how a product is grown, 
what it can do for us functionally 
will be more important (note 
recommendations around 
health benefits).

Quantitative 
Measurement: Survey

Total Sample: N=1000
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Quantitative 
Measurement: Survey

Awareness & Melons Purchased.

Q27. Which of the following types of MELONS are you AWARE of/have you heard of?
Q28. Which of the following types of MELONS do you occasionally purchase (i.e. AT LEAST ONCE EVERY SIX 
MONTHS)?

Total Sample: N=1000

95% 94% 92% 90%

38% 37%

31%
23% 23%

17%
13%

65%
69% 67%

44%

8% 8% 8% 8% 10%
4% 4%

Watermelon
Pink (Pips)

Rockmelon Pink Seedless
Watermelon

Honeydew
Melon

Watermelon
Yellow (Pips)

Yellow
Seedless

Watermelon

Orange
Candy Melon

Winter Melon Indian Bitter
Melon

Piel De Sapo Hairy Melon

68% 73%
73%

49%

21% 22% 26% 35%

31%

43%
24%

Other melons 
including; 

Paddy Melon
Cantaloupe

Casaba Melon

Awareness

Occasional Purchase

Conversion

Awareness was highest amongst Pink Watermelons (Pips & Seedless), Rockmelons & Honeydew melons, with conversion to 
purchase for Rockmelon the highest amongst all melons. Awareness of yellow watermelons was lower and conversion to purchase 

was low also, availability and cost were key barriers for this variety of melon.
Conversion from awareness to purchase was slightly higher for the seedless variants of both pink and yellow watermelons.  

Uncertainty of taste, price and availability were 
key barriers to trial Piel De Sapo and Orange 
Candy Melons. Awareness of these varieties 

was generally low amongst melon consumers. 

Availability and uncertainty around taste and flavour were key barriers for why Winter, 
Indian Bitter and Hairy Melons were not purchased/purchased more often. 
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Shopper.

Quantitative 
Measurement: Survey
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Impulse, 7%

Routine, 
19%

Promotional, 
65%

Particular, 
9%

Shopper Type.

Impulse, 
19%

Routine, 
35%

Promotional, 
36%

Particular, 
11%

Melon Shopper Type.

Q7. Thinking about when you usually go grocery shopping, which of the following statements BEST describes you?
Q21. Which of the following statements BEST describes you?

Quantitative 
Measurement: Survey

Shopper Type comparison.

Overall two-thirds of shoppers believed they purchased the majority of their groceries on promotion/special. Only one in five felt 
they were routine grocery shoppers.  When shopping for melons however, they were less likely to be purchased on promotion 
and were instead more likely to be purchased on impulse or as part of their normal shopping routine; with one in three claiming 

to shop for melons this way. 

I usually buy products on impulse

I purchase the same brands as part of my routine

I purchase products that I notice are on special or part of a promotion

I always buy products for a specific reason, and no other product will do

Total Sample: N=1000
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Melons were typically purchased from the same locations as fresh fruits and vegetables more broadly and were thought to be 
easy to locate in store. 

Q13. WHERE do you typically purchase fruits and vegetables from? 
Q22. Specifically, where do you purchase MELONS from? 
Q24. How EASY or DIFFICULT do you find it to locate melons in the following stores you typically purchase melons from?

Quantitative 
Measurement: Survey

Shopping Locations.

2%0%0%0%1%1%4%2%
6%8%

12%

32%

51%50%

1%2%2%3%4%5%8%
11%

16%16%

35%

44%

64%
67%

OtherGourmet
Independent

Retailers

Convenience
Stores

Online
delivery/
provider

Direct from
the

grower/farm

CostcoPublic and
Wholesale
Markets

Specialty
Retailers

Farmers
Markets

Independent
Supermarkets

AldiLocal Fruit &
Vegetable
Retailer/
Green

Grocers

ColesWoolworths

Melons Fruits & Vegetables
Q13 & Q22. Total Sample: N=1000

Q24. Those shopping in the location 
N=above

Ease of finding Melons in Store (/10).

Stores Shopped.

N=503 N=506 N=315 N=119 N=76 N=62 N=22 N=35 N=8 N=13 N=2 N=0 N=4 N=23

8.2 8.1 8.4 7.7 8.4 8.1 8.3 8.0 8.3 7.2 – – 7.4 –

Spud Shed (x7)
Harris Farm, Foodland, 
Sunday Markets, Grow 

own (x3), IGA
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Q14. Why do you purchase fruits and vegetables from the location(s) you do?
Q23. For which of the following reasons do you choose to buy melons from the locations you do?

Quantitative 
Measurement: Survey

Reasons for Choosing Shopping Location.

41% 40% 38%
33%

29%

It is where I
normally shop for
all my fruits and

vegetables

Store is close to
home/work

The melons are
fresher

Melons are better
quality

Melons are
usually cheaper /

on sale more
frequently

Melons

Convenience and perceived freshness and quality of the store’s fresh produce were key factors in choosing where to shop for melons and 
fresh fruits and vegetables more broadly. As reflected in where they are buying melons from (see previous page), many shoppers indicated 

they choose to purchase melons where they do as it is where they normally shop for all their fruits and vegetables. 

Top 5 Reasons for Choosing Shopping Location.

49%

42%
39% 39% 37%

Store is close to
home/work

The products are
fresher

It is usually
cheaper /

products are on
sale more
frequently

There is usually
a good level of
stock available

Products are
easy to find in

store

Fruits & Vegetables

Complete response bank in appendix.

Total Sample: N=1000
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4.0

4.6

4.9

5.0

5.4

5.4

5.6

5.7

5.9

6.0

6.3

6.9

Costco N=4

Direct from the grower/farm N=10

Public and Wholesale Markets N=25

Farmers Markets N=42

Gourmet Independent Retailers N=2

Aldi N=75

Local Fruit and Vegetable Retailer/
Green Grocers N=223

Independent Supermarkets N=47

Specialty Retail N=18

Coles N=239

Woolworths N=243

Online delivery/ provider N=1

Price difference across stores

Approximately half of all shoppers had noticed a 
difference in melon prices between stores.

Coles and Woolworths were generally perceived to be 
amongst the most expensive.

Q25. Have you noticed a difference in the price you pay for melons at different stores?
Q26. You mentioned there is a difference in price between melons at the stores you usually shop 
at. How would you rate the relative price of the following stores/locations you shop from? 

Quantitative 
Measurement: Survey

Shopping Locations.

Q25. Total Sample: N=1000
Q26. Those noticing a difference in price 

across stores  N=above

Difference in 
price 

between 
stores, 52%

I haven’t 
noticed, 

35%

No 
difference in 
price, 13%

Price Expectations.

Price Perceptions across Stores.

Very cheap Very expensive
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On average, 40% of 
Australian melon buyers’ 
grocery spend is on fresh 
fruit & vegetables.

When purchased as part of 
a shop, melon buyers were 
spending between $5 and 
$10 per melon type. While 
purchased by much lower 
numbers, buyers were 
spending more per shop on 
Yellow fleshed 
watermelons, and winter 
and bitter melons than the 
other melon varieties. 

Q11. Within one week, across all shops, approximately how much does your household spend on groceries (i.e. all food and non-food 
products purchased at a supermarket/greengrocer)?
Q12. And within one week, across all shops, approximately how much does your household spend on fresh fruits and vegetables?
Q40. Approximately how much do you think you spend on each of the following types of melons if you are purchasing them as part of 
your shop

Quantitative 
Measurement: Survey

Spend.

40% 
Fruit & 

Vegetables
(Av. $65)

Average Weekly Grocery Expenditure
$163.50

Q11 & Q12. Total Sample: N=1000
Q40. Those purchasing at least every 6 

months N= above

Melon Spend.

Weekly Grocery & Fruit & Vegetable Spend. Watermelon – red/pink flesh N=(450) $     6.46 

Watermelon – yellow flesh N=(47) $     9.30 

Seedless watermelon – red/pink flesh N=(452) $     6.15 

Seedless watermelon – yellow flesh N=(48) $     9.71 

Rockmelon N=(482) $     5.10 

Honeydew Melon N=(295) $     5.96 

Piel De Sapo N=(27) $     5.04 

Orange Candy Melon N=(66) $     6.17 

Winter Melon N=(63) $     7.03 

Hairy Melon N=(29) $     5.76 

Indian Bitter Melon N=(74) $     7.20 
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Q41. In the future, how much MORE or LESS do you EXPECT to spend on the following types of melons?
Q42.Often, the price of fresh produce can fluctuate depending on climate, natural disasters, changes to processing, consumer demand 
etc. If the price of melons happened to increase temporarily in future, due to one of the reasons above, how much MORE or LESS 
would you be WILLING to spend on the following types of melons? 

Quantitative 
Measurement: Survey

Spend.

Those purchasing at least every 6 months 
N= above

Future Expectations on Spend.

10.2

12.5

7.4

8.1

7.0

4.7

4.0

11.2

4.7

8.9

5.5

-50 0 50

Indian Bitter Melon (N=100)

Hairy Melon (N=41)

Winter Melon (N=83)

Orange Candy Melon (N=77)

Piel De Sapo (N=44)

Honeydew Melon (N=440)

Rockmelon (N=693)

Yellow Seedless watermelon (N=75)

Pink Seedless watermelon (N=668)

Watermelon Yellow (pips) (N=77)

Watermelon Pink (pips) (N=647)

A lot less The same A lot more

In future, the cost of melons was generally thought likely to stay the same, however approximately a fifth of Australian 
Consumers expect it to increase. This was consistent across all melon types. Conversely melon buyers were less willing 

to pay more if the prices were to increase temporarily, particularly for the more commonly purchased varieties of pink 
watermelons, rockmelon and honeydew melons. 

Future Willingness to Spend.

6.4

9.9

3.6

1.9

-2.9

-1.2

-1.7

9.9

0.0

8.6

1.9

-50 0 50

Indian Bitter Melon (N=100)

Hairy Melon (N=41)

Winter Melon (N=83)

Orange Candy Melon (N=77)

Piel De Sapo (N=44)

Honeydew Melon (N=440)

Rockmelon (N=693)

Yellow Seedless watermelon (N=75)

Pink Seedless watermelon (N=668)

Watermelon Yellow (pips) (N=77)

Watermelon Pink (pips) (N=647)

A lot less The same A lot more
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Quantitative 
Measurement: Survey

Those purchasing at least every 6 
months N= aboveQ29. Which MONTHS of the year do you typically purchase the following types of melons in? 

The sweet melon varieties were most commonly purchased in summer. Those purchasing Piel De Sapo and Orange Candy 
melons were typically buying them in both summer and autumn seasons. Winter melon was most commonly purchased in 

winter and Hairy and Indian Bitter Melons, all year round. 

92%
88%

92%

80%
87% 84%

70%
64%

46%

61%
69%

63%

47%

66%

57%
61%

55%

66%
70%

55%

76%

66%

29%
25%

31%
25% 28% 28%

32%

44%

73%

63%

77%

64%
57%

66%

47%

60%
53%

45%
49%

40%

61%

71%

Watermelon
Pink (pips)
(N=647)

Watermelon
Yellow (pips)

(N=77)

Pink Seedless
watermelon

(N=668)

Yellow
Seedless

watermelon
(N=75)

Rockmelon
(N=693)

Honeydew
Melon (N=440)

Piel De Sapo
(N=44)

Orange Candy
Melon (N=77)

Winter Melon
(N=83)

Hairy Melon
(N=41)

Indian Bitter
Melon (N=100)

Summer Autumn Winter Spring

Summer. Summer/Autumn. Winter. Year Round.

Melon Purchasing Seasons.
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Pink Water-
melon 
(pips)

Yellow 
Water-
melon 
(pips)

Pink 
Seedless 

Water-
melon

Yellow 
Seedless 

Water-
melon

Rock-
melon

Honeydew 
melon

Piel De 
Sapo

Orange 
Candy 
Melon

Winter 
Melon

Hairy 
Melon

Indian 
Bitter 
Melon

N=559 N=71 N=576 N=73 N=624 N=408 N=40 N=71 N=77 N=31 N=67

They aren’t in season 45% 39% 49% 49% 48% 48% 43% 56% 38% 26% 31%

Don’t feel like eating them 39% 25% 37% 23% 33% 34% 23% 23% 29% 19% 24%

Aren’t as readily available/not available 26% 31% 24% 26% 31% 30% 33% 30% 19% 23% 34%

More expensive in other months 36% 42% 38% 34% 39% 42% 30% 35% 34% 32% 39%

Quality isn’t as good in other months 29% 27% 31% 30% 30% 28% 28% 23% 19% 10% 9%

They’re imported in other months 10% 13% 12% 14% 11% 13% 13% 8% 16% 19% 21%

Don’t taste as good in the other months 23% 23% 27% 23% 26% 25% 33% 14% 14% 19% 13%

Availability year round.

Response options removed if under 16% across all melon varieties.

Q51. Earlier we asked you about the months you purchase different melon types in.  Why don’t you purchase the following 
melon types in the other months of the year? 

Quantitative 
Measurement: Survey

For the majority of melons, melon consumers believe they aren’t in season & are generally more expensive during the 
months they don’t currently purchase melons in.

Additionally these consumers find melons less available and of lesser quality typically.

Those purchasing at least every 6 
months but not in all month of the year 

N= above
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0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

Pink
Watermelon

(pips)

Yellow
Watermelon

(pips)

Pnk Seedless
Watermelon

Yellow
Seedless

Watermelon

Rock-melon Honeydew
melon

Piel De Sapo Orange Candy
Melon

Winter Melon Hairy Melon Indian Bitter
Melon

Unsure, I don’t consider buying them outside of this time of year They are continually grown; however, they are not of good quality
They are not available for purchase during the rest of the year Australia imports them from overseas
They are stored when in season to be available all year in store

Availability year round.

Q52. You said you aren’t buying the following melons all year round, what happens during the remaining months of the year? 
Base: Those purchasing at least every 6 months but not in all month of the year Watermelon Pink (pips) n=559, Watermelon Yellow (pips) n=71, n=576, Pink Seedless 
watermelon n=576, Yellow Seedless watermelon n=73, Rockmelon n=624, Honeydew melon n=408, Piel De Sapo n=40, Orange Candy Melon n=71, Winter Melon 
n=77, Hairy Melon n=31, Indian Bitter Melon n=67

Quantitative 
Measurement: Survey

The majority of melons are not purchased throughout the whole year typically due to shoppers just not considering them outside of usual purchasing months. 
However approximately 1 in 5 believe Rockmelon and Honeydew aren’t available to purchase during the remaining months of the year.

Approximately a third of shoppers believed Yellow Watermelon was picked when in season then stored to provide for the remaining months of the year, or 
alternatively continually grown but are of lesser quality.

Indian Bitter Melon & Piel De Sapo held the strongest perceptions of being imported, whilst Orange Candy Melon and Winter Melon are believed to not be 
available during the remaining months.  
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Fruit & 
Vegetables

Watermelon 
Pink (pips)

Watermelon 
Yellow (pips)

Pink 
Seedless 

watermelon

Yellow 
Seedless 

watermelon
Rockmelon

Honeydew 
Melon

Piel De 
Sapo

Orange 
Candy 
Melon

Winter 
Melon

Hairy 
Melon

Indian 
Bitter 
Melon

N=1000 N=647 N=77 N=668 N=75 N=693 N=440 N=44 N=77 N=83 N=41 N=100

Healthy/ Good for me 73% 52% 43% 50% 31% 54% 48% 30% 44% 43% 41% 44%

The taste/ flavour 56% 58% 35% 54% 43% 53% 49% 59% 39% 31% 27% 27%

Easy to eat 47% 45% 40% 48% 27% 42% 38% 41% 32% 24% 20% 14%

Australian grown 42% 32% 23% 32% 21% 31% 26% 32% 19% 23% 12% 14%

For specific health benefits (certain vitamins, minerals etc.) 42% 17% 10% 19% 12% 18% 19% 18% 18% 20% 17% 33%

Good value for money 41% 35% 30% 34% 29% 30% 25% 25% 25% 27% 15% 18%

Generally good quality 40% 30% 27% 34% 21% 30% 28% 20% 19% 16% 12% 18%

Good to snack on 39% 42% 29% 44% 28% 38% 34% 39% 31% 14% 10% 6%

Easy to prepare 36% 32% 22% 35% 21% 31% 28% 20% 19% 22% 24% 19%

It’s/they are in season 32% 36% 23% 36% 21% 32% 28% 25% 25% 20% 20% 10%

Readily available 31% 26% 10% 25% 13% 21% 18% 14% 9% 10% 17% 9%

It is/they are refreshing/ hydrating 24% 52% 39% 55% 37% 40% 38% 45% 29% 22% 15% 9%

Convenience 24% 24% 19% 25% 12% 23% 20% 20% 19% 16% 15% 8%

Others in my household like it/them 24% 27% 18% 28% 17% 24% 24% 20% 17% 23% 24% 19%

Good in warmer weather 17% 43% 31% 42% 29% 32% 32% 20% 17% 8% 12% 8%

Good in cooler weather 14% 10% 6% 10% 9% 10% 9% 7% 10% 27% 5% 11%

The texture 13% 16% 26% 17% 16% 19% 18% 20% 10% 23% 22% 9%

Quantitative 
Measurement: Survey

Triggers.

Q15. Total Sample: N=1000
Q31. Those purchasing at least every 6 months 

N= above
Percentages <25% not shown

Q15. Which of the following reasons BEST DESCRIBE why you purchase and consume fruits and vegetables?
Q31. Which of the following reasons BEST describes why you would typically purchase and consume the 
following types of melons? 

Health, tastes/flavour and being easy to eat were common reasons for eating melons and fruits and vegetables more broadly. A common reason 
for choosing to purchase and consume melons was its refreshing and hydrating properties. The sweet seedless melons were generally thought to 
be good to snack on. 
The more savoury winter, hairy and Indian 
bitter melons were purchased as others in 
the household like them. 
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Quantitative 
Measurement: Survey

Motivating Factors for Purchasing more Melons in Future.

Total Sample: N=1000Q53. What, if anything, would lead you to purchase MORE melons in future? 

1.

2.
1.

2.

3.

More affordable/ Better price/ 
Cheaper; 21%

Consistency year-round/ 
Better Quality; 10%

Nothing - Eat enough fruit/ 
melons already/ Don’t need to 
purchase more; 8%

Availability in store/ longer 
season; 7% 

1

2

3

4

Purchase more in future.
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Quantitative 
Measurement: Survey

Barriers.

Watermelon 
Pink (pips)

Watermelon 
Yellow (pips)

Pink Seedless 
watermelon

Yellow 
Seedless 

watermelon
Rockmelon

Honeydew 
Melon

Piel De Sapo
Orange Candy 

Melon
Winter Melon Hairy Melon

Indian Bitter 
Melon

N=946 N=377 N=920 N=372 N=942 N=896 N=167 N=309 N=232 N=128 N=226

It’s not in season 27% 22% 28% 21% 26% 25% 15% 23% 17% 13% 12%

Not suitable in cooler weather 16% 12% 16% 13% 12% 11% 7% 7% 6% 5% 3%

Generally expensive/ Too costly 14% 17% 15% 17% 17% 17% 18% 17% 14% 13% 15%

Go off too quickly/short shelf life 13% 8% 12% 6% 10% 8% 4% 8% 6% 3% 5%

Other (please specify) 12% 7% 9% 6% 9% 8% 5% 6% 4% 5% 6%

Not readily available 10% 25% 13% 24% 12% 12% 16% 17% 21% 18% 13%

The taste 8% 8% 7% 8% 10% 13% 11% 10% 9% 5% 18%

Not everyone in my household likes it 8% 10% 6% 9% 13% 17% 10% 10% 12% 13% 17%

Unsure how it tastes/never tasted 2% 10% 2% 14% 2% 3% 14% 12% 12% 15% 13%

Don’t know how to use it/prepare it 2% 2% 1% 3% 2% 2% 8% 5% 7% 12% 8%

Those aware of melon type: N=above
Percentages <10% not shown

Q33. Which of the reasons below BEST describes why you DON’T purchase and consume the following types of 
melons more often than you currently do?

Perceived seasonality and price were common barriers for consumers not buying and eating melons more often. For the more 
commonly known sweet melons, their suitability for cooler weather was a factor.  For some of the lesser known melon types, 

uncertainty of how they will taste was a common barrier for trial. 
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20%

26%

27%

31%

33%

33%

35%

39%

40%

Amount of rind

Weight

Smell

No damage to inner flesh

Moistness of the inner flesh

Depth of Internal flesh colour

Firmness of inner flesh

Consistent colour of internal flesh

Size

Purchase Decisions; Pink watermelon (with pips).

Quarter Half Whole

42% 41% 36%
Pre-cut pieces 8%, Pre-cut slices 7%

43%

44%

52%

Sound (knocking/tapping)

Firmness

Size

Size typically purchased.

Important elements*.

64%
36%

Horizontally Vertically

Direction Cut.

Size Preferred.

Volleyball (20cm Diameter); 
35%

Soccer ball (22cm Diameter); 
25%

Basketball (25cm Diameter); 
21%

Considered elements*.
*When making decision between cut or sliced melon

Top responses shown

N=36, Caution low base

N=205

N=511

N=647

N=232

Q29. Which MONTHS of the year do you typically purchase the following types of melons in?    Q30. Approximately, how OFTEN do you purchase {INSERT RESPONSE SELECTED AT Q28} in the following 
months? Q35. Which CUT/ SIZE of the following types of melons do you typically purchase?     Q36. Which of the following elements do you consider important when making your decision on which particular 
WHOLE MELON/S to purchase in store?     Q37. Which of the following elements do you take into consideration when making your decision on which particular CUT OR SLICED MELON/S to purchase in store?     
Q38. You said the SIZE of the melon is important… Thinking about the size of the WHOLE MELON (i.e. if it is yet to be cut), what size do you/would you prefer MOST?    Q39. You said the DIRECTION THE 
MELON IS CUT is important… How do you prefer them to be cut? 

Quantitative 
Measurement: Survey

Predominant Season. N=647

Summer; 92%

Purchase Frequency*.

*Avg. per month within each season

Summer Autumn Winter Spring

4.3 3.7 3.2 3.7
~N=530 ~N=266 ~N=139 ~N=294

*When making decision on whole melon to purchase

NB: Low base sizes indicate a low response, therefore indicative read, for the question indicated. This is because certain questions were 
filtered off others, depending on the respondents previous response.    An approximate base size (~), is indicated where results have been 
averaged over all months within the season indicated. Therefore, the mean base size across these months is indicated.
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22%

24%

24%

26%

26%

26%

26%

26%

26%

32%

Consistent colour of flesh

No damage to inner flesh

Amount of rind

Depth of skin colour

Consistency of skin colour

Weight

Firmness of inner flesh

Inner flesh moistness

Colour of pips

Smell

Purchase Decisions; Yellow watermelon (with pips).

Whole Half Quarter

48% 32% 30%
Pre-cut sliced 16%, Pre-cut pieces 13%

41%

41%

51%

57%

Smell

No damage to outer skin

Firmness

Size

Size typically purchased.

Important elements*.

n=3
n=2

Horizontally Vertically

Direction Cut.

Size Preferred.

Volleyball (20cm Diameter); 
37%

iPhone X/ Samsung S10 (15cm 
Diameter); 26%

Soccer ball (22cm Diameter); 
16%

Considered elements*.
*When making decision between cut or sliced melon

N=5, Caution low base

N=50

N=77

N=19, Caution low base

N=37, Caution low base

Quantitative 
Measurement: Survey

Predominant Season. N=77

Summer; 88%

Top responses shown

Purchase Frequency*.

Summer Autumn Winter Spring

4.2 5.8 6.2 4.8

*Avg. per month within each season

~N=51 ~N=22 ~N=12 ~N=29

Q29. Which MONTHS of the year do you typically purchase the following types of melons in?    Q30. Approximately, how OFTEN do you purchase {INSERT RESPONSE SELECTED AT Q28} in the following 
months? Q35. Which CUT/ SIZE of the following types of melons do you typically purchase?     Q36. Which of the following elements do you consider important when making your decision on which particular 
WHOLE MELON/S to purchase in store?     Q37. Which of the following elements do you take into consideration when making your decision on which particular CUT OR SLICED MELON/S to purchase in store?     
Q38. You said the SIZE of the melon is important… Thinking about the size of the WHOLE MELON (i.e. if it is yet to be cut), what size do you/would you prefer MOST?    Q39. You said the DIRECTION THE 
MELON IS CUT is important… How do you prefer them to be cut? 

*When making decision on whole melon to purchase

NB: Low base sizes indicate a low response, therefore indicative read, for the question indicated. This is because certain questions were 
filtered off others, depending on the respondents previous response.    An approximate base size (~), is indicated where results have been 
averaged over all months within the season indicated. Therefore, the mean base size across these months is indicated.
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25%

25%

32%

33%

33%

37%

39%

44%

Smell

Weight

Moistness of inner flesh

No damage to inner flesh

Firmness of inner flesh

Depth of Internal flesh colour

Consistent colour of internal flesh

Size of melon/ piece

Purchase Decisions; Pink watermelon (Seedless).

Quarter Half Whole

46% 38% 35%
Pre-cut pieces 10%, Pre-cut slices 7%

39%

42%

46%

52%

No damage to outer skin

Firmness

Size

Sound (knocking/tapping)

Size typically purchased.

Important elements*.

74%
26%

Horizontally Vertically

Direction Cut.

Size Preferred.
Considered elements*.

*When making decision between cut or sliced melon

N=537

N=668

N=231

Volleyball (20cm Diameter); 
31%

Soccer ball (22cm Diameter); 
26%

Basketball (25cm Diameter); 
23%

N=236

Quantitative 
Measurement: Survey

N=47, Caution low base

Predominant Season. N=668

Summer; 92%

Top responses shown

Purchase Frequency*.

Summer Autumn Winter Spring

4.2 3.2 3.1 3.5

*Avg. per month within each season

~N=555 ~N=288 ~N=143 ~N=308

Q29. Which MONTHS of the year do you typically purchase the following types of melons in?    Q30. Approximately, how OFTEN do you purchase {INSERT RESPONSE SELECTED AT Q28} in the following 
months? Q35. Which CUT/ SIZE of the following types of melons do you typically purchase?     Q36. Which of the following elements do you consider important when making your decision on which particular 
WHOLE MELON/S to purchase in store?     Q37. Which of the following elements do you take into consideration when making your decision on which particular CUT OR SLICED MELON/S to purchase in store?     
Q38. You said the SIZE of the melon is important… Thinking about the size of the WHOLE MELON (i.e. if it is yet to be cut), what size do you/would you prefer MOST?    Q39. You said the DIRECTION THE 
MELON IS CUT is important… How do you prefer them to be cut? 

*When making decision on whole melon to purchase

NB: Low base sizes indicate a low response, therefore indicative read, for the question indicated. This is because certain questions were 
filtered off others, depending on the respondents previous response.    An approximate base size (~), is indicated where results have been 
averaged over all months within the season indicated. Therefore, the mean base size across these months is indicated.
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19%
19%
20%
20%
20%

22%
22%
22%

26%
28%

Smell
Amount of rind

Depth of colour of skin
Sound

Firmness of inner flesh
Firmness of outer skin

Depth of Internal flesh colour
No damage to inner flesh
Size of the melon/ piece

Consistent colour of internal flesh

Purchase Decisions; Yellow watermelon (Seedless).

Quarter Whole Half

36% 36% 29%
Pre-cut pieces 21%, Frozen pieces 9%, Pre-cut slices 5%

41%

44%

44%

48%

48%

Weight

Sound (knocking/tapping)

Smell

Firmness

Size

Size typically purchased.

Important elements*.
Direction Cut.

Size Preferred.
Considered elements*.

*When making decision between cut or sliced melon

N=54

N=75 Volleyball (20cm Diameter); 
57%

Soccer ball (22cm Diameter); 
14%

Basketball (25cm Diameter); 
14%

N=27, Caution low baseN=5, Caution low base

N=14, Caution low base

Quantitative 
Measurement: Survey

n=3
n=2

Horizontally Vertically

Predominant Season. N=75

Summer; 80%

Top responses shown

Purchase Frequency*.

Summer Autumn Winter Spring

4.2 5.5 8.2 4.6

*Avg. per month within each season

~N=48 ~N=21 ~N=10 ~N=21

Q29. Which MONTHS of the year do you typically purchase the following types of melons in?    Q30. Approximately, how OFTEN do you purchase {INSERT RESPONSE SELECTED AT Q28} in the following 
months? Q35. Which CUT/ SIZE of the following types of melons do you typically purchase?     Q36. Which of the following elements do you consider important when making your decision on which particular 
WHOLE MELON/S to purchase in store?     Q37. Which of the following elements do you take into consideration when making your decision on which particular CUT OR SLICED MELON/S to purchase in store?     
Q38. You said the SIZE of the melon is important… Thinking about the size of the WHOLE MELON (i.e. if it is yet to be cut), what size do you/would you prefer MOST?    Q39. You said the DIRECTION THE 
MELON IS CUT is important… How do you prefer them to be cut? 

*When making decision on whole melon to purchase

NB: Low base sizes indicate a low response, therefore indicative read, for the question indicated. This is because certain questions were 
filtered off others, depending on the respondents previous response.    An approximate base size (~), is indicated where results have been 
averaged over all months within the season indicated. Therefore, the mean base size across these months is indicated.
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26%

27%

29%

31%

31%

36%

36%

39%

No damage to outer skin

Firmness of inner flesh

Moistness of inner flesh

Depth of Internal colour (flesh)

No damage to the inner flesh

Size of melon/ piece

Consistent colour of internal flesh

Smell

Purchase Decisions; Rockmelon.

Whole Half

69% 37%
Quarter 8%

38%

45%

54%

59%

No damage to outer skin

Size

Firmness

Smell

Size typically purchased.

Important elements*.

64%
36%

Horizontally Vertically

Direction Cut.

Size Preferred.

Considered elements*.
*When making decision between cut or sliced melon

N=305

N=693

Volleyball (20cm Diameter); 
48%

N=22, Caution low base

N=476

N=109

iPhone X/ Samsung S10 (15cm 
Diameter); 36%

Quantitative 
Measurement: Survey

n=14 n=8

Predominant Season. N=693

Summer; 87%

Top responses shown

Purchase Frequency*.

Summer Autumn Winter Spring

3.2 3.0 3.0 2.9

*Avg. per month within each season

~N=515 ~N=258 ~N=137 ~N=279

Q29. Which MONTHS of the year do you typically purchase the following types of melons in?    Q30. Approximately, how OFTEN do you purchase {INSERT RESPONSE SELECTED AT Q28} in the following 
months? Q35. Which CUT/ SIZE of the following types of melons do you typically purchase?     Q36. Which of the following elements do you consider important when making your decision on which particular 
WHOLE MELON/S to purchase in store?     Q37. Which of the following elements do you take into consideration when making your decision on which particular CUT OR SLICED MELON/S to purchase in store?     
Q38. You said the SIZE of the melon is important… Thinking about the size of the WHOLE MELON (i.e. if it is yet to be cut), what size do you/would you prefer MOST?    Q39. You said the DIRECTION THE 
MELON IS CUT is important… How do you prefer them to be cut? 

*When making decision on whole melon to purchase

NB: Low base sizes indicate a low response, therefore indicative read, for the question indicated. This is because certain questions were 
filtered off others, depending on the respondents previous response.    An approximate base size (~), is indicated where results have been 
averaged over all months within the season indicated. Therefore, the mean base size across these months is indicated.
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25%

26%

28%

31%

32%

33%

35%

38%

No damage to outer skin

Firmness of inner flesh

Depth of Internal flesh colour

Smell

Moistness of inner flesh

No damage to inner flesh

Size of melon/ piece

Consistent internal flesh colour

Purchase Decisions; Honeydew Melon.

Whole Half

68% 36%

Quarter 9%

44%

51%

51%

Size of melon

Smell

Firmness of melon

Size typically purchased.

Important elements*.

45%

55%

Horizontally Vertically

Direction Cut.

Size Preferred.

Considered elements*.
*When making decision between cut or sliced melon

N=204

N=440

Volleyball (20cm Diameter); 
49%

N=20, Caution low base

N=299

N=72

iPhone X/ Samsung S10 
(15cm Diameter); 38%

Quantitative 
Measurement: Survey

n=9

n=11

Predominant Season. N=440

Summer; 84%

Top responses shown

Purchase Frequency*.

Summer Autumn Winter Spring

3.0 2.9 3.1 3.0

*Avg. per month within each season

~N=302 ~N=146 ~N=85 ~N=149

Q29. Which MONTHS of the year do you typically purchase the following types of melons in?    Q30. Approximately, how OFTEN do you purchase {INSERT RESPONSE SELECTED AT Q28} in the following 
months? Q35. Which CUT/ SIZE of the following types of melons do you typically purchase?     Q36. Which of the following elements do you consider important when making your decision on which particular 
WHOLE MELON/S to purchase in store?     Q37. Which of the following elements do you take into consideration when making your decision on which particular CUT OR SLICED MELON/S to purchase in store?     
Q38. You said the SIZE of the melon is important… Thinking about the size of the WHOLE MELON (i.e. if it is yet to be cut), what size do you/would you prefer MOST?    Q39. You said the DIRECTION THE 
MELON IS CUT is important… How do you prefer them to be cut? 

*When making decision on whole melon to purchase

NB: Low base sizes indicate a low response, therefore indicative read, for the question indicated. This is because certain questions were 
filtered off others, depending on the respondents previous response.    An approximate base size (~), is indicated where results have been 
averaged over all months within the season indicated. Therefore, the mean base size across these months is indicated.
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Purchase Decisions; Piel De Sapo.

Whole Half

84% 16%

38%

43%

54%

Size

Smell

Firmness

Size typically purchased.

Important elements*.

n=1

n=1

Horizontally Vertically

Direction Cut.

Size Preferred.

Considered elements*.
*When making decision between cut or sliced melon

N=2, Caution low base

N=37, Caution low base

N=44, Caution low base

N=2, Caution low base

N=10, Caution low base

Basketball (25cm Diameter); 
n=1

Smaller than a tennis ball 
(less than 6.5cm Diameter); n=1

Quantitative 
Measurement: Survey

Moistness of inner flesh n=5
No damage to inner flesh n=4

Consistent internal flesh colour 
n=4

Firmness of outer skin n=4
Consistency of skin colour n=4

Predominant Season.

Summer; 70%
Autumn; 66%

N=44, Caution low base

Top responses shown

Purchase Frequency*.

Summer Autumn Winter Spring

4.0 4.2 5.6 4.4

*Avg. per month within each season

~N=25 ~N=16 ~N=10 ~N=13

Q29. Which MONTHS of the year do you typically purchase the following types of melons in?    Q30. Approximately, how OFTEN do you purchase {INSERT RESPONSE SELECTED AT Q28} in the following 
months? Q35. Which CUT/ SIZE of the following types of melons do you typically purchase?     Q36. Which of the following elements do you consider important when making your decision on which particular 
WHOLE MELON/S to purchase in store?     Q37. Which of the following elements do you take into consideration when making your decision on which particular CUT OR SLICED MELON/S to purchase in store?     
Q38. You said the SIZE of the melon is important… Thinking about the size of the WHOLE MELON (i.e. if it is yet to be cut), what size do you/would you prefer MOST?    Q39. You said the DIRECTION THE 
MELON IS CUT is important… How do you prefer them to be cut? 

*When making decision on whole melon to purchase

NB: Low base sizes indicate a low response, therefore indicative read, for the question indicated. This is because certain questions were 
filtered off others, depending on the respondents previous response.    An approximate base size (~), is indicated where results have been 
averaged over all months within the season indicated. Therefore, the mean base size across these months is indicated.
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24%
24%
24%

28%
28%

31%
31%
31%

34%

Size of melon/ piece

Firmness of outer skin

Amount of rind

Depth of colour of skin

Moistness of inner flesh

Smell

Weight

No damage to inner flesh

Depth of Internal flesh colour

Purchase Decisions; Orange Candy Melon.

Whole Half

73% 26%

43%

46%

52%

Smell

Size

Firmness

Size typically purchased.

Important elements*.

n=1

n=2

Horizontally Vertically

Direction Cut.

Size Preferred.

Considered elements*.
*When making decision between cut or sliced melon

N=3, Caution low base N=56, Caution low base

N=7, Caution low base

N=29, Caution low base

Basketball (25cm Diameter); 
n=2

Quarter 10%

N=77

Volleyball (20cm Diameter); 
n=2

Quantitative 
Measurement: Survey

Predominant Season. N=77

Autumn; 70%
Summer; 64%

Top responses shown

Purchase Frequency*.

Summer Autumn Winter Spring

3.5 3.4 4.7 3.3

*Avg. per month within each season

~N=34 ~N=34 ~N=21 ~N=26

Q29. Which MONTHS of the year do you typically purchase the following types of melons in?    Q30. Approximately, how OFTEN do you purchase {INSERT RESPONSE SELECTED AT Q28} in the following 
months? Q35. Which CUT/ SIZE of the following types of melons do you typically purchase?     Q36. Which of the following elements do you consider important when making your decision on which particular 
WHOLE MELON/S to purchase in store?     Q37. Which of the following elements do you take into consideration when making your decision on which particular CUT OR SLICED MELON/S to purchase in store?     
Q38. You said the SIZE of the melon is important… Thinking about the size of the WHOLE MELON (i.e. if it is yet to be cut), what size do you/would you prefer MOST?    Q39. You said the DIRECTION THE 
MELON IS CUT is important… How do you prefer them to be cut? 

*When making decision on whole melon to purchase

Smaller than a tennis ball, 10cm & 15cm n=1 
each

NB: Low base sizes indicate a low response, therefore indicative read, for the question indicated. This is because certain questions were 
filtered off others, depending on the respondents previous response.    An approximate base size (~), is indicated where results have been 
averaged over all months within the season indicated. Therefore, the mean base size across these months is indicated.
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22%
22%

25%
25%
25%
25%
25%
25%
25%

28%

No damage to outer skin
No damage to inner flesh

Consistency of skin colour
Size of melon/ piece

Firmness of outer skin
Weight

Consistent colour of internal flesh
Depth of Internal flesh colour

Firmness of inner flesh
Consistency of pattern on outer skin

Purchase Decisions; Winter Melon.

Whole Half

69% 23%

39%

40%

44%

Weight

Firmness

Size

Size typically purchased.

Important elements*.

n=4
n=3

Horizontally Vertically

Direction Cut.

Size Preferred.

Considered elements*.
*When making decision between cut or sliced melon

N=7, Caution low base N=57, Caution low base

N=9, Caution low base

N=36, Caution low base

Pre-cut pieces 14% , Quarter 12%

N=83

Volleyball (20cm Diameter); 
n=2

Tennis ball (6.5cm Diameter); n=2

Quantitative 
Measurement: Survey

Predominant Season. N=83

Winter; 73%

Top responses shown

Purchase Frequency*.

Summer Autumn Winter Spring

4.7 4.1 3.9 5.1

*Avg. per month within each season

~N=26 ~N=25 ~N=44 ~N=19

Q29. Which MONTHS of the year do you typically purchase the following types of melons in?    Q30. Approximately, how OFTEN do you purchase {INSERT RESPONSE SELECTED AT Q28} in the following 
months? Q35. Which CUT/ SIZE of the following types of melons do you typically purchase?     Q36. Which of the following elements do you consider important when making your decision on which particular 
WHOLE MELON/S to purchase in store?     Q37. Which of the following elements do you take into consideration when making your decision on which particular CUT OR SLICED MELON/S to purchase in store?     
Q38. You said the SIZE of the melon is important… Thinking about the size of the WHOLE MELON (i.e. if it is yet to be cut), what size do you/would you prefer MOST?    Q39. You said the DIRECTION THE 
MELON IS CUT is important… How do you prefer them to be cut? 

*When making decision on whole melon to purchase

Smaller than a tennis ball, 15cm, Football/Soccer ball 
(22cm), Basketball (25cm) & Larger than a Basketball 

n=1 each

NB: Low base sizes indicate a low response, therefore indicative read, for the question indicated. This is because certain questions were 
filtered off others, depending on the respondents previous response.    An approximate base size (~), is indicated where results have been 
averaged over all months within the season indicated. Therefore, the mean base size across these months is indicated.
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Purchase Decisions; Hairy Melon.

Whole

88%

36%

39%

50%

56%

Firmness

Consistency of skin colour

No damage to outer skin

Size

Size typically purchased.

Important elements*.

n=0

n=3

Horizontally Vertically

Direction Cut.

Size Preferred.

Considered elements*.
*When making decision between cut or sliced melon

N=3, Caution low base

N=36, Caution low base

N=3, Caution low base

N=7, Caution low base

Half 12% 
Quarter 

10%

N=41, Caution low base

Basketball (25cm Diameter); 
n=3

Smaller than a tennis ball 
(less than 6.5cm Diameter); 
n=3

iPhone X/ Samsung S10 
(15cm Diameter); n=3 Firmness of the outer 

skin of the melon n=5
Colour of the pips n=4

Quantitative 
Measurement: Survey

Predominant Season.

All year round

N=41, Caution low base

Top responses shown

Purchase Frequency*.

Summer Autumn Winter Spring

4.2 4.0 4.6 3.9

*Avg. per month within each season

~N=19 ~N=21 ~N=21 ~N=18

Q29. Which MONTHS of the year do you typically purchase the following types of melons in?    Q30. Approximately, how OFTEN do you purchase {INSERT RESPONSE SELECTED AT Q28} in the following 
months? Q35. Which CUT/ SIZE of the following types of melons do you typically purchase?     Q36. Which of the following elements do you consider important when making your decision on which particular 
WHOLE MELON/S to purchase in store?     Q37. Which of the following elements do you take into consideration when making your decision on which particular CUT OR SLICED MELON/S to purchase in store?     
Q38. You said the SIZE of the melon is important… Thinking about the size of the WHOLE MELON (i.e. if it is yet to be cut), what size do you/would you prefer MOST?    Q39. You said the DIRECTION THE 
MELON IS CUT is important… How do you prefer them to be cut? 

*When making decision on whole melon to purchase

NB: Low base sizes indicate a low response, therefore indicative read, for the question indicated. This is because certain questions were 
filtered off others, depending on the respondents previous response.    An approximate base size (~), is indicated where results have been 
averaged over all months within the season indicated. Therefore, the mean base size across these months is indicated.
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Purchase Decisions; Indian Bitter Melon.

40%

45%

48%

Firmness

No damage to outer skin

Size

Size typically purchased.

Important elements*.Direction Cut.

Size Preferred.

N=5, Caution low base

N=3, Caution low base

N=100

Volleyball (20cm Diameter); 
n=1

Tennis ball (6.5cm Diameter); n=1Whole

83%

Half 11% 
Quarter 

10%

N=83

n=0

n=5

Horizontally Vertically

Smaller than a tennis ball 
(less than 6.5cm Diameter); n=1

Quantitative 
Measurement: Survey

Considered elements*.
*When making decision between cut or sliced melon

N=23, Caution low base

Firmness of outer skin n=10
Smell n=8

Consistency of skin colour n=8
Weight n=7

Sound (knocking/ tapping) n=7

Predominant Season. N=100

Top responses shown

Purchase Frequency*.

Summer Autumn Winter Spring

3.3 3.4 3.1 3.1

*Avg. per month within each season

~N=54 ~N=52 ~N=58 ~N=54

Q29. Which MONTHS of the year do you typically purchase the following types of melons in?    Q30. Approximately, how OFTEN do you purchase {INSERT RESPONSE SELECTED AT Q28} in the following 
months? Q35. Which CUT/ SIZE of the following types of melons do you typically purchase?     Q36. Which of the following elements do you consider important when making your decision on which particular 
WHOLE MELON/S to purchase in store?     Q37. Which of the following elements do you take into consideration when making your decision on which particular CUT OR SLICED MELON/S to purchase in store?     
Q38. You said the SIZE of the melon is important… Thinking about the size of the WHOLE MELON (i.e. if it is yet to be cut), what size do you/would you prefer MOST?    Q39. You said the DIRECTION THE 
MELON IS CUT is important… How do you prefer them to be cut? 

*When making decision on whole melon to purchase

All year round

NB: Low base sizes indicate a low response, therefore indicative read, for the question indicated. This is because certain questions were 
filtered off others, depending on the respondents previous response.    An approximate base size (~), is indicated where results have been 
averaged over all months within the season indicated. Therefore, the mean base size across these months is indicated.
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Consumer.

Quantitative 
Measurement: Survey
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Consumption Profile; Pink watermelon (with pips).

Consumption Frequency*.

Q43. Approximately, how OFTEN do you CONSUME {INSERT RESPONSE SELECTED AT Q28} in the following months?
Q44. How do you typically consume the following types of melons? 
Q45. Who else in your household consumes the following types of Melons? 

Quantitative 
Measurement: Survey

How consumed.
Who else consumes?

On its own; 79%

In a fruit salad; 
40%

In fruit platters; 
39%

In a drink/ juice/ 
smoothie; 24%

N=629
14.2

10.5

8.5

10.6

*Avg. per month within each season

WinterAutumn SpringSummer

~N=530 ~N=266 ~N=139 ~N=294

Max N=308*

My Partner

My Kids, aged 2-12
And to a slightly lesser 
extent, older kids (13-

18).

*Dependant on month purchasing 
(Q29), and household structure (Q4)

Top responses in order shown

NB: Low base sizes indicate a low response, therefore indicative read, for the question indicated. This is because certain questions were 
filtered off others, depending on the respondents previous response.    An approximate base size (~), is indicated where results have been 
averaged over all months within the season indicated. Therefore, the mean base size across these months is indicated.
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Consumption Profile; Yellow watermelon (with pips).

Q43. Approximately, how OFTEN do you CONSUME {INSERT RESPONSE SELECTED AT Q28} in the following months?
Q44. How do you typically consume the following types of melons? 
Q45. Who else in your household consumes the following types of Melons? 

Quantitative 
Measurement: Survey

How consumed.

On its own; 67%

In a fruit salad; 
35%

In fruit platters; 
28%

In a drink/ juice/ 
smoothie; 22%

N=69

Consumption Frequency*.

11.6 12.0
11.0 11.3

*Avg. per month within each season

WinterAutumn SpringSummer

~N=51 ~N=22 ~N=12 ~N=29

Who else consumes?

My Partner

My Kids, aged 2-5
And to a lesser extent, 

kids aged 6+.

*Dependant on month purchasing 
(Q29), and household structure (Q4)

Max N=41*, Caution low base

Top responses in order shown

NB: Low base sizes indicate a low response, therefore indicative read, for the question indicated. This is because certain questions were 
filtered off others, depending on the respondents previous response.    An approximate base size (~), is indicated where results have been 
averaged over all months within the season indicated. Therefore, the mean base size across these months is indicated.
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Consumption Profile; Pink watermelon (Seedless).

Q43. Approximately, how OFTEN do you CONSUME {INSERT RESPONSE SELECTED AT Q28} in the following months?
Q44. How do you typically consume the following types of melons? 
Q45. Who else in your household consumes the following types of Melons? 

Quantitative 
Measurement: Survey

How consumed.

On its own; 78%

In a fruit salad; 
41%

In fruit platters; 
39%

In a drink/ juice/ 
smoothie; 23%

N=654

Consumption Frequency*.

13

9.6

7.9

9.8

*Avg. per month within each season

WinterAutumn SpringSummer

~N=555 ~N=288 ~N=143 ~N=308

Who else consumes?Max N=318*

My Partner

My Kids, aged 2-12And to a slightly lesser 
extent, older kids (13-

18).

& Extended family 
members

*Dependant on month purchasing 
(Q29), and household structure (Q4)

Top responses in order shown

NB: Low base sizes indicate a low response, therefore indicative read, for the question indicated. This is because certain questions were 
filtered off others, depending on the respondents previous response.    An approximate base size (~), is indicated where results have been 
averaged over all months within the season indicated. Therefore, the mean base size across these months is indicated.
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Consumption Profile; Yellow watermelon (Seedless).

Q43. Approximately, how OFTEN do you CONSUME {INSERT RESPONSE SELECTED AT Q28} in the following months?
Q44. How do you typically consume the following types of melons? 
Q45. Who else in your household consumes the following types of Melons? 

Quantitative 
Measurement: Survey

How consumed.

On its own; 54%

In fruit platters; 
31%

In a fruit salad; 
32%

On dessert platters; 
26%

N=72

In a drink/ juice/ 
smoothie; 24%

Consumption Frequency*.

10

14 13.8

9.7

*Avg. per month within each season

WinterAutumn SpringSummer

~N=48 ~N=21 ~N=10 ~N=21

Who else consumes?

My Partner

My Kids, aged 13-18
And to a lesser extent, 

2-12 years.

*Dependant on month purchasing 
(Q29), and household structure (Q4)

Max N=38*, Caution low base

Top responses in order shown

NB: Low base sizes indicate a low response, therefore indicative read, for the question indicated. This is because certain questions were 
filtered off others, depending on the respondents previous response.    An approximate base size (~), is indicated where results have been 
averaged over all months within the season indicated. Therefore, the mean base size across these months is indicated.
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Consumption Profile; Rockmelon.

Q43. Approximately, how OFTEN do you CONSUME {INSERT RESPONSE SELECTED AT Q28} in the following months?
Q44. How do you typically consume the following types of melons? 
Q45. Who else in your household consumes the following types of Melons? 

Quantitative 
Measurement: Survey

How consumed.

On its own; 76%

In a fruit salad; 
39%

In fruit platters; 
35%

N=663

Consumption Frequency*.

10.1
8.7 8.1 8.5

*Avg. per month within each season

WinterAutumn SpringSummer

~N=515 ~N=258 ~N=137 ~N=279

Who else consumes?Max N=308*

My Partner

My Kids, aged 6-18
And to a slightly lesser 
extent, younger kids (2-

5).

I am the only person who 
consumes this melon in 
my household

*Dependant on month purchasing 
(Q29), and household structure (Q4)

Top responses in order shown

NB: Low base sizes indicate a low response, therefore indicative read, for the question indicated. This is because certain questions were 
filtered off others, depending on the respondents previous response.    An approximate base size (~), is indicated where results have been 
averaged over all months within the season indicated. Therefore, the mean base size across these months is indicated.
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Consumption Profile; Honeydew.

Q43. Approximately, how OFTEN do you CONSUME {INSERT RESPONSE SELECTED AT Q28} in the following months?
Q44. How do you typically consume the following types of melons? 
Q45. Who else in your household consumes the following types of Melons? 

Quantitative 
Measurement: Survey

How consumed.

On its own; 73%

In a fruit salad; 
43%

In fruit platters; 
37%

N=415

Consumption Frequency*.

8.2
7.3 7.7 7.5

*Avg. per month within each season

WinterAutumn SpringSummer

~N=302 ~N=146 ~N=85 ~N=149

Who else consumes?Max N=201*

My Partner

My Kids, aged 6-12

*Dependant on month purchasing 
(Q29), and household structure (Q4)

Top responses in order shown

NB: Low base sizes indicate a low response, therefore indicative read, for the question indicated. This is because certain questions were 
filtered off others, depending on the respondents previous response.    An approximate base size (~), is indicated where results have been 
averaged over all months within the season indicated. Therefore, the mean base size across these months is indicated.
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Consumption Profile; Piel De Sapo.

Q43. Approximately, how OFTEN do you CONSUME {INSERT RESPONSE SELECTED AT Q28} in the following months?
Q44. How do you typically consume the following types of melons? 
Q45. Who else in your household consumes the following types of Melons? 

Quantitative 
Measurement: Survey

How consumed.

On its own; 55%

In a fruit salad; 
26%

In fruit platters; 
26%

N=42, Caution low base

Consumption Frequency*.

6.9

9.3 9.7

6.6

*Avg. per month within each season

WinterAutumn SpringSummer

~N=25 ~N=16 ~N=10 ~N=13

Who else consumes? ~N=25*

My Partner

My Kids, aged 13-18

OR aged 2-5

*Dependant on month purchasing 
(Q29), and household structure (Q4)

Max N=25*, Caution low base

Top responses in order shown

NB: Low base sizes indicate a low response, therefore indicative read, for the question indicated. This is because certain questions were 
filtered off others, depending on the respondents previous response.    An approximate base size (~), is indicated where results have been 
averaged over all months within the season indicated. Therefore, the mean base size across these months is indicated.
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Consumption Profile; Orange Candy Melon.

Q43. Approximately, how OFTEN do you CONSUME {INSERT RESPONSE SELECTED AT Q28} in the following months?
Q44. How do you typically consume the following types of melons? 
Q45. Who else in your household consumes the following types of Melons? 

Quantitative 
Measurement: Survey

How consumed.

On its own; 73%

In fruit platters; 
31%

In a fruit salad; 
25%

N=72

Consumption Frequency*.

5.5
4.7 4.4 4.7

*Avg. per month within each season

WinterAutumn SpringSummer

~N=34 ~N=34 ~N=21 ~N=26

Who else consumes? Max N=40*

My Partner

*Dependant on month purchasing 
(Q29), and household structure (Q4)

Max N=40*, Caution low base

Top responses in order shown

NB: Low base sizes indicate a low response, therefore indicative read, for the question indicated. This is because certain questions were 
filtered off others, depending on the respondents previous response.    An approximate base size (~), is indicated where results have been 
averaged over all months within the season indicated. Therefore, the mean base size across these months is indicated.
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Consumption Profile; Winter Melon.

Q43. Approximately, how OFTEN do you CONSUME {INSERT RESPONSE SELECTED AT Q28} in the following months?
Q44. How do you typically consume the following types of melons? 
Q45. Who else in your household consumes the following types of Melons? 

Quantitative 
Measurement: Survey

How consumed.

On its own; 42%

In a fruit salad; 
23%

In fruit platters; 
32%

N=77

In curries; 18%

Consumption Frequency*.

8.6 8

6.2

8

*Avg. per month within each season

WinterAutumn SpringSummer

~N=26 ~N=25 ~N=44 ~N=19

Who else consumes?

My Partner

My Kids, aged 6-18

*Dependant on month purchasing 
(Q29), and household structure (Q4)

Max N=46*, Caution low base

Top responses in order shown

NB: Low base sizes indicate a low response, therefore indicative read, for the question indicated. This is because certain questions were 
filtered off others, depending on the respondents previous response.    An approximate base size (~), is indicated where results have been 
averaged over all months within the season indicated. Therefore, the mean base size across these months is indicated.
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Consumption Profile; Hairy Melon.

Q43. Approximately, how OFTEN do you CONSUME {INSERT RESPONSE SELECTED AT Q28} in the following months?
Q44. How do you typically consume the following types of melons? 
Q45. Who else in your household consumes the following types of Melons? 

Quantitative 
Measurement: Survey

How consumed.

In curries; 47%

On its own; 31%

N=36, Caution low base

Ingredient in a
dessert; 19%

Consumption Frequency*.

5.2 5.8 5.9
5

*Avg. per month within each season

WinterAutumn SpringSummer

~N=19 ~N=21 ~N=21 ~N=18

Who else consumes?

My Partner

*Dependant on month purchasing 
(Q29), and household structure (Q4)

Max N=27*, Caution low base

Top responses in order shown

NB: Low base sizes indicate a low response, therefore indicative read, for the question indicated. This is because certain questions were 
filtered off others, depending on the respondents previous response.    An approximate base size (~), is indicated where results have been 
averaged over all months within the season indicated. Therefore, the mean base size across these months is indicated.
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Consumption Profile; Indian Bitter Melon.

Q43. Approximately, how OFTEN do you CONSUME {INSERT RESPONSE SELECTED AT Q28} in the following months?
Q44. How do you typically consume the following types of melons? 
Q45. Who else in your household consumes the following types of Melons? 

Quantitative 
Measurement: Survey

How consumed. N=89

In curries; 61%

On its own; 16%

Consumption Frequency*.

5.5
6.3 6 5.4

*Avg. per month within each season

WinterAutumn SpringSummer

~N=54 ~N=52 ~N=58 ~N=54

Who else consumes?
Max N=55*, Caution low base

My Partner

I am the only person 
who consumes this 

melon in my 
household

*Dependant on month purchasing 
(Q29), and household structure (Q4)

Top responses in order shown

NB: Low base sizes indicate a low response, therefore indicative read, for the question indicated. This is because certain questions were 
filtered off others, depending on the respondents previous response.    An approximate base size (~), is indicated where results have been 
averaged over all months within the season indicated. Therefore, the mean base size across these months is indicated.
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Health & Safety.

Quantitative 
Measurement: Survey
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3%

4%

11%

20%

24%

25%

27%

32%

32%

38%

46%

64%

74%

Other

Unsure exactly

Bone health

Reduces blood pressure

Its anti-inflammatory properties

Blood sugar control

Heart health

Aids digestion

Healthy skin, hair and/or nails

Electrolyte replacement/maintenance

General immunity

Contains specific vitamins and
minerals

Hydration

Health Considerations
N=259

Quantitative 
Measurement: Survey

Melon Health Considerations.

Those eating melons for specific health benefits: N=259Q32. You mentioned you eat melons for their specific health benefits. Which of the following 
health benefits do you eat melons for?

Health Considerations.

Those buying melons for specific health 
considerations were purchasing melons mainly 
for hydration, its specific vitamins and minerals 
and for general immunity. 

Other mentions 
include; General 

good health/ 
Healthy, Cleaner 

lungs, Low 
calories, Provides 
fibre/ iron (N=9)
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Quantitative 
Measurement: Survey

Safety of Melons.

Watermelon 
– red/pink 

flesh

Watermelon 
– yellow 

flesh

Seedless 
watermelon 
– red/pink 

flesh

Seedless 
watermelon 

– yellow 
flesh

Rockmelon
Honeydew 

Melon
Piel De 
Sapo

Orange 
Candy 
Melon

Winter 
Melon

Hairy Melon
Indian Bitter 

Melon

N=14 N=6 N=9 N=5 N=30 N=8 N=4 N=5 N=2 N=3 N=5

Those selecting “unsafe” as barrier to purchase: N=aboveQ34. Why do you think {XXX} is UNSAFE? 

Nothing

Unsure

Not grown in 
Australia

Not packed 
correctly

Looks 
unnatural

Often rotten

Not fresh x2

Issue with 
fertilizer

E Coli outbreaks

Hygiene when 
pre-cut

Hygiene

Issue with 
fertilizer

Hard to 
keep fresh

Not suitable 
for winter

x4

Unsure x2

Unsure x5

Not sure 
where it 

comes from

Issue with 
fertilizer

Bacteria

Seedless 
strange and 

unsafe. 
Should have 

seed. 

Nothing x2

Unsure

Too cloned

Tasteless

Listeria 
outbreak

x6

People 
dying

Poison

Salmonella

x3

x3

Unsure

Information in 
media/ news 

Nothing

x3

x2

x4

Health contamination/ warnings
x2

Bacteria

Not good 6 months ago / incident

Infected with insects

Listeria 
outbreak

x3

Issue about 
poison

Nothing

Texture

Unsure x2

Unknown 
variety

x2 Foreign/ not 
Australian

Its not good

Nothing

Unsure

x2
Its very 
smelly

Unsure
Unsure x2

Its not good

Unsure x2

Its not good

It is grown 
with 

chemicals

Nothing

The majority of those who said safety was a barrier 
to purchasing melons, said so due to Rockmelon, 

where there was some concern around listeria/ 
health contaminations predominantly. 
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26%

67%

Q46. Have you ever had a bad experience when consuming any type of Melon? N=1000 
Q47. Could you briefly describe what the bad experience when consuming the Melon was? N=260. Responses under 5% excluded from chart.

Negative experience.

Approximately a quarter of 
consumers have previously had a 
bad experience when consuming a 

melon.

Yes

No

Quantitative 
Measurement: Survey

5%

5%

6%

7%

7%

8%

10%

14%

16%

23%

31%

Sour/vinegary/acidic

Spoiled quickly

Hard/firm texture

Underripe

Floury/gritty/grainy texture

Dry/not juicy texture

Over-ripe

Soft texture/soggy/mushy

Bad taste (general)

Tasteless/watery taste

Off/rotten taste

Bad experience reasoning was quite varied, however predominantly it 
came down to an off/rotten taste, or a tasteless/ watery taste. Only 5 

comments were made towards more serious negative experiences such 
as sickness/ food poisoning, however none specially mentioned listeria.
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Q48. Which of the following melons have you had a bad experience with?
Q49. When you had the bad experience, how long was it until you purchased it again?
Q50. And, was your next purchase from the same place or somewhere different?

Negative experience.

Bad 
experience?

Next 
purchase?

Location?

12%17% 14% 8%

7%

28%

37%

9%

30%

38%

15%

25%

24%

18%

23%

21%The next week

A few weeks later

1-2 months later

+ 14% in the 
next season/ 

year

Pink Watermelon 
(with pips)

Pink Watermelon 
(Seedless)

Rockmelon Honeydew Melon

36%

64%

38%

62%

36%

64%

36%

64%Same store/ location

Different store/ location

Quantitative 
Measurement: Survey

N=165 N=117 N=138 N=77

Yellow watermelon (with pips) n=9, Yellow watermelon (Seedless) n=9, Piel De Sapo
n=3, Orange Candy Melon n=7, Winter Melon n=1, Hairy Melon n=0 & Indian Bitter 

Melon n=5, base sizes too small to run analysis (Less than n=10, as indicated).

Never 0% Never 0% Never 5% Never 5%

Proportions 
rebased to total
N=1000

N=165 N=117 N=131 N=73
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NPD & 
Promoting Melon Sales.

Quantitative 
Measurement: Survey
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Quantitative 
Measurement: Survey

Ideal Melon.

Total Sample: N=1000
Q54. Please describe the attributes/characteristics your IDEAL MELON would have. 
Please consider the appearance, taste, texture, colour, size, nutritional benefits, versatility etc.
Responses under 10% not shown. 

1.

2.

4. 3.

5.

6.

Colour; 34%

Sweet; 29%

Juicy; 26%

Firm; 22%

Good/ Great Taste; 20%

Fresh; 13% 

1.

2.

3.

4.

Ideal Melon Characteristics.

5.

6.

Key ideal colour 
characteristics:

Good/ Nice Colour
Bright Colour

Full of colour/ bold/ Vibrant
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Insights summary & 
recommendations.

Quantitative 
Measurement: Survey
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Pink Watermelon and Rockmelon are the most commonly purchased and eaten melon varieties amongst 
Australian melon consumers. Honeydew melon’s flavour profile has more niche appeal and is a main barrier 
for this varietal.  

1

Growth in the melon category is likely to come from raising awareness of current varietals and reducing 
barriers to trial
• Consumers are generally satisfied with the range of melons available and only moderate interest existed in 

new varieties; much lower than industry averages. 
• Focus generally fell around consistency of current characteristics when asked about their ideal melon.

The less common melon varieties are lacking in awareness and conversion to trial. The key barriers, being 
their unfamiliar taste and perceived high price point.  Price promotions or product taste trials are likely to 
reduce these initial barriers to try these variants.  

Quantitative 
Measurement: Survey

Seedless watermelon varieties are purchased more commonly than their seeded counterparts. 

Conclusions and recommendations: Quantitative.
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Conclusions and recommendations: Quantitative.
Melons are purchased on impulse or as one’s typical routine; over-indexing in these areas compared to the 
purchasing styles of fruits and vegetables more broadly. They are purchased in similar locations as fruits & 
vegetables (such as major supermarkets), however noticeably less so in Aldi, where ease of finding melons in 
store is comparatively more difficult. Generally however, Melons are relatively easy to find in store.

1

Coles & Woolworths were perceived to be amongst the most expensive stores to purchase melons, and CostCo 
perceived as the cheapest.
In the future, the cost of melons was generally assumed likely to stay consistent, with approximately a fifth 
expecting an increase, however melon purchasers were less likely to pay more if the prices increased temporarily, 
particularly more commonly bought varieties (i.e. Pink Watermelons, Rockmelons & Honeydew Melons).

Sweeter melons are generally purchased in Summer, whilst Piel De Sapo & Orange Candy melons are between
both Summer & Autumn. Winter Melons, as the name suggests, are mainly purchased in Winter, whilst Hairy 
Melons & Indian Bitter Melons were not isolated to any one season.
If not purchased all year round, typically this was because melons are not perceived to be in season all year 
round, and are assumed to be more expensive in other months. 
Piel De Sapo & Indian Bitter Melons held the strongest perceptions with being imported, and less common 
melons (Piel De Sapo, Orange Candy/ Winter/ Hairy/ Indian Bitter) are seen to not be available in remaining 
months. Education on seasonality of melons, both before entering the shopping location and at point of purchase, 
will assist in growing purchase and consumption all year round.

Quantitative 
Measurement: Survey
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Melons are typically consumed on their own or within a fruit salad/ platter, with some mentions of desserts & 
drinks. Partners and children in the household are commonly consuming the melons also, apart from Hairy 
Melons & Indian Bitter Melons, which kids are not typically consuming. Additionally, these melons are 
consumed within curries more commonly.
Promoting usage beyond fruit salad & platters may lead to an increase in frequency of purchase.

1

Feelings of unsafety towards melons mainly stemmed from Rockmelon, where there were some concerns 
around listeria/ health contaminations. 
However actual bad experiences were generally centred around off/rotten taste, or tasteless/ watery taste, 
with only a very small number coming from actual sickness/ food poisoning, and no specific mentions of 
listeria. 
Bad experiences didn’t typically stop future purchase, with most purchasing, at a maximum, a few weeks later, 
predominantly from the same location. Whilst stability in melon quality will assist in consistent purchase, a 
single bad experience is unlikely to impact the melon market in the long term.

Quantitative 
Measurement: Survey

Conclusions and recommendations: Quantitative.
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Appendix.

Quantitative 
Measurement: Survey
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Q14. Why do you purchase fruits and vegetables from the location(s) you do?
Q23. For which of the following reasons do you choose to buy melons from the locations you do?

Quantitative 
Measurement: Survey

Shopping Locations.

Total Sample: N=1000

5%
6%

9%11%
12%12%

14%
15%16%

21%

29%29%29%29%

33%

38%
40%

41%

4%

17%

10%

14%
12%

18%
21%

32%

37%
39%39%

30%30%31%

37%

42%

49%

There is
information
available
about the
products

being sold

I like the store
layout

There are
more

new/unique
products
available

The staff are
helpful

The melons
are packaged
nicely/neatly

The staff will
cut the

melons if
requested

There are
self-service
checkouts
available

Products are
in less

packaging

The displays
make it easy

to choose
which melon

to buy

Displays are
neat/ tidy

There is
usually a

good/broader
range of
products
available

Melons are
available in
the sizes I

like to
purchase
(whole/cut

etc.)

Products are
easy to find in

store

There is
usually a

good level of
stock

available

It is usually
cheaper /

products are
on sale more

frequently

Good
carparking
available

Loyalty
program

It’s close to 
other stores I 

visit

Better qualityFresherStore is close
to home/work

It is where I
normally shop

for all my
fruits and

vegetables

Melons Fruits & Vegetables

Reasons for Choosing Shopping Location.

Full List, key data shown within relevant section of report.
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Purchase Decisions; Whole Melon.

Important Elements when 
selecting between whole 

melons to purchase.

Pink 
Water-
melon 
(pips)

Yellow 
Water-
melon 
(pips)

Pink 
Seedless 

Water-
melon

Yellow 
Seedless 

Water-
melon

Rock-
melon

Honeyde
w melon

Piel De 
Sapo

Orange 
Candy 
Melon

Winter 
Melon

Hairy 
Melon

Indian 
Bitter 
Melon

N=232 N=37 N=231 N=27 N=476 N=299 N=37 N=56 N=57 N=36 N=83

Depth of colour of the skin 24% 27% 20% 26% 19% 18% 27% 21% 23% 28% 28%

Consistency of colour of the skin 31% 32% 30% 22% 26% 22% 32% 23% 32% 39% 28%

The size of the melon 52% 57% 46% 48% 45% 44% 38% 46% 44% 56% 48%

The firmness of the melon 44% 51% 42% 48% 54% 51% 54% 52% 40% 36% 40%

Absence of nature related marks on the outer skin 
(storm damage, grazes etc.)

20% 32% 23% 22% 21% 18% 22% 16% 23% 31% 30%

Absence of damage to outer skin (bruises, gouges, 
scratches, gashes etc.)

32% 41% 39% 26% 38% 28% 30% 29% 30% 50% 45%

Smell 25% 41% 29% 44% 59% 51% 43% 43% 26% 14% 23%

Weight 32% 32% 35% 41% 24% 26% 19% 27% 39% 31% 19%

Sound (knocking/tapping on melon) 43% 35% 52% 44% 24% 24% 24% 32% 21% 25% 11%

Consistency of pattern on the outer skin of the melon 14% 30% 20% 30% 16% 13% 30% 21% 19% 8% 27%

Q36. Which of the following elements do you consider important when making your decision on which particular WHOLE MELON/S to purchase in store?
Base sizes above.

Quantitative 
Measurement: SurveyFull List, key data shown within relevant section of report.
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Purchase Decisions; Cut/Sliced Melon.

Considered Elements when 
selecting between cut/sliced 

melons to purchase.

Pink 
Water-
melon 
(pips)

Yellow 
Water-
melon 
(pips)

Pink 
Seedless 

Water-
melon

Yellow 
Seedless 

Water-
melon

Rock-
melon

Honeydew 
melon

Piel De 
Sapo

Orange 
Candy 
Melon

Winter 
Melon

Hairy 
Melon

Indian 
Bitter 
Melon

511 50 537 54 305 204 10 29 36 7 23
Depth of colour of the skin 19% 26% 20% 20% 16% 15% 20% 28% 14% 43% 26%
Consistency of colour of the skin 19% 26% 20% 17% 17% 20% 40% 17% 25% 43% 35%
The size of the melon/melon piece 40% 38% 44% 26% 36% 35% 20% 24% 25% 43% 13%
The firmness of the outer skin of the melon 18% 8% 16% 22% 19% 16% 40% 24% 25% 71% 43%
Absence of nature related marks on the outer skin 12% 14% 11% 13% 12% 16% 30% 14% 19% 43% 17%
Absence of damage to outer skin 18% 18% 19% 17% 26% 25% 30% 17% 22% 43% 17%
Smell 27% 32% 25% 19% 39% 31% 30% 31% 11% 43% 35%
Weight 26% 26% 25% 15% 17% 20% 20% 31% 25% 43% 30%
Sound (knocking/tapping on melon) 10% 16% 8% 20% 9% 9% 20% 21% 6% 29% 30%
Consistency of pattern on the outer skin of the melon 6% 14% 6% 9% 7% 9% 20% 21% 28% 43% 26%
Consistent colour of the flesh (internal melon) 39% 22% 39% 28% 36% 38% 40% 14% 25% 43% 13%
Depth of Internal colour (flesh) of the melon 33% 36% 37% 22% 31% 28% 20% 34% 25% 43% 22%
Absence of damage to the inner flesh 31% 24% 33% 22% 31% 33% 40% 31% 22% 29% 22%
The direction the melon is cut (i.e. vertically or horizontally) 7% 10% 9% 9% 7% 10% 20% 10% 19% 43% 22%
The precision/neatness of how the melon has been cut 12% 8% 11% 13% 10% 11% 10% 17% 14% 43% 22%
The firmness of the inner flesh of the melon 35% 26% 33% 20% 27% 26% 30% 21% 25% 43% 26%
The moistness of the inner flesh (i.e. not dry) 33% 26% 32% 17% 29% 32% 50% 28% 19% 43% 13%
Moistness/dryness off the pips 12% 16% 12% 11% 10% 11% 30% 14% 14% 43% 26%
Number of pips 16% 16% 18% 13% 8% 7% 20% 21% 19% 29% 22%
Colour of pips 13% 26% 12% 15% 6% 6% 30% 14% 19% 57% 22%
Amount of rind (area between outer skin and edible flesh) 20% 24% 18% 19% 15% 15% 20% 24% 19% 29% 26%

Q37. Which of the following elements do you take into consideration when making your decision on which particular CUT OR SLICED MELON/S to purchase in store? 
Base sizes above.

Quantitative 
Measurement: SurveyFull List, key data shown within relevant section of report.
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Millennium Monitor Overview.

Referenced on slide 65.

What is the Millennium Monitor?
• Unique Australian monitor of societal trends that helps us see the 

future. Rather than most other social trackers which tell us what 
has just happened, the Millennium Monitor focuses on what is 
about to happen. 

• Born in 1999, the Millennium Monitor explores the pattern of 
change in social values, attitudes and behaviours over the long 
term, and the implications of these changes. We have found that 
societal values shifts in cyclical eras. 

• The most recent refresh occurred at the end of 2018, whereby 
2500 Australians were surveyed about their general attitudes and 
values, allowing us further insight into relevant societal trends.

• Today’s prevailing social values are Conformity values, but we are 
moving into Rebellion, lead by the younger generation more 
strongly aligned with values of this era. 
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Thanks.
Colmar Brunton.


